Hackett conf ess es; aff ida vits released f romimp o undment
By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

Edward Hackett, alleged murderer of
Dawn Rossignol, confessed to the
crimes of intentional or knowing murder
and kidnapping in an interview -with the
Portland Press Herald on Wednesday,
Oct. 15. Confessing to police the previous Monday, Hackett agreed to an interview with Herald reporter David Hench
because "he is filled with remorse and
hopes that telling his tale may prevent
similar crimes," according to Hench in
his Oc^l6^article "Hackett: I killed a
Colby Student." '
"All I wanted to do was tear someone down worse than they been doing
to me," Hackett said in the interview.
Later he continued, "I remember feeling good about myself, that I am finally able to put somebody else down
worse than I had been put down."
Because of Hackett's unexpected
confession, the impoundment of two
affidavits, one for the arrest warrant and
the other for the search warrant, both
written by Officer Anna Love, were lifted. These documents state what the
police believe to be sufficient evidence
for Hackett's arrest, a DNA test being
the most compelling example.
While under investigation, Hackett
was asked to give a DNA sample by
using a finger prick, according to

Love s report. Detective Joe Zamboni
took the sample.
Though Hackett claimed to
Zamboni, "you will not find my DNA
at the scene," exam results matched
those of a swab taken from the inside
of Rossignol's car.
"[Jennifer] McMorrison [DNA analyst] has told me that the DNA profile
from swabbing Dawn Rossignol's vehicle matches the known DNA profile of
Edward Hackett and constitutes identity," writes Love in both affidavits.
Hackett became a suspect in
Rossignol's murder when the State
Police asked Probation Officer Donald
White to "review the:records/documents
of persons who are either on probation or
parole for offenses such as kidnapping
and sexual assault," according to the affidavit. In this search, Hackett's were
among the files reviewed.
: In an interview with the Police on
Sept. 20, Hackett told Zamboni that on
the morning of the Sept. 16 he went for
a drive in Waterville, stopped at the
McDonald's on ""Kenned y Memorial
Drive for some coffee and continued to
drive, around what he called an "unfamiliar" area. Zamboni asked Hackett
to reenact the drive he took on that
morning. According to the affidavit,
Hackett claimed he did not go by the
Colby campus on his drive .
"Hackett's description of his travels
on Sept. 16, in the early morning hours,

Bud getary constraints delay
Queer Studies program
By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

President William D. Adams' longawaited response to the recommendations made by the Queer Task Force was
released Oct. 17. Due to lack of funding,
the Task Force's most significant recommendation for a Queer Studies minor
was, for the time being, denied. '
While Adams agreed that Queer
Studies was a "serious scholarly pursuit,"
he noted, "there is competition for limited resources across the College.
"Creating a Queer Studies program at
Colby must be subject to the same
processes through which other programs
are established," Adams wrote. "The
development of a precise and well-reasoned addition to the curriculum, supported by the faculty, establishes its credibility
in a way that the presidential decree would
not," Adams added, encouraging those
interested in starting the department tq
first build a reputation for it.
"I understand the budgetary constraints," said Vice President of Student
Affairs and Dean of Students Janice
Kassman, a co-chair of the Task Force .
"It is in the academic sphere that 1 understand why the position is not possible,
but I wish that was not the case."
"Obviously, we are disappointed ," said
Associate Professor of American Studies

Margaret McFadden about the postponement of the Queer Studies minor..
Queer Studies, however, is on a list of
departments which have requested new
faculty, based on the Strategic Plan's
statement that the College will hire 10
new faculty in the next five years. "We
are on that list, and we seem to be pretty
high up as a priority," McFadden added.
Along with the request for a Queer
Studies minor, the Task Force also recommended that the College hire a dean
specifically for the Queer community;
however, President Adams denied this
request as well. Despite this refusal,
McFadden said, "I am thrilled by the
changes in the Dean of Students Office
this year." She praised the work of new
Dean of Multiculturalism Cecilia Stanton.
Multicultural housing was another
important request from the Task Force,
which was on the Trustees' agenda during
their visit on the weekend of Oct. 24.
However, due to a lengthy agenda, the
issue was postponed.
Overall , both chairs, Kassman and
McFadden , were very proud of the work
done by the Task Force, as well as
Adams' treatment and consideration of
their 'recommendations, Kassman
described the work of the Task Force as a
very "comprehensive" study of the
Queer community at Colby.
Continued on Page 2
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placed him within a ¦few miles of the
abduction site at Colby College and the
Rice Rips Road where the body of Dawn
Rossignol was discovered," Love writes.
Love also mentioned that Hackett
told Zamboni, just before the intersection of Rt. 23r and Rice Rips Road, "that
it looked like an area he would go into."
Later admitting to the murder,
Hackett told the Herald that he was
driving down the road and just happened to see Rossignol by herself.
"I just pulled over, walked up to her,
made her get into the car and drove
away. There was sex involved, but it had
nothing to do with sex at all. Sex was a
tool, to dehumanize, destroy," he added,
According to Deputy Chief Medical
Examiner Dr. Michael Ferenc's statement in the affidavit, there was sufficient
physical evidence of sexual assault.
In an interview with Zamboni on
Sept. 22, Hackett told the officer, "he
had fantasized about rape and having
sex with a 22-year-old female with
blonde hair, which was parted down
the middle." In the same interview,
however, Hackett denied that he sexually assaulted or murdered Rossignol,
according to the affidavit.
According to both documents, other
evidence collected at the crime scene
included Rossignol's pants "found cut
and tied in a knot, suggesting that she
had been tied up or bound during the
assault" and "a sign fastened to a stick

Trustees met; housing,
alcohol, Health Center
discussions postponed

with black and red
electrical tape. The
sign was written in
crayon and read:
'The world may
never know!'"
Deputy Attorney
General William
Stokes said that the
case will continue as
planned, despite
Hackett's confession.
"His confession
is another piece of
evidence," Stokes
said. "This case is
no different than
any other."
There is still no
specified cause of
death made by
medical examiners,
according
to
Stokes . Hackett
himself does not
recall exactly how
she died, telling the
Herald , "I remember hitting her, I
NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
don 't remember Hackett escorted to his arraignment; later confessed
drowning her. I
remember hitting her a bunch of times. the intent of killing himself. He
I remember putting her in the water."
attempted suicide later that night in the
Hackett.also told the Herald that he
left for Connecticut that afternoon with
Continued on Page 2

By EMILY HONIG
FEATURES EDITOR

The hiring of new faculty, project
funding, the College endowment and
budget, funding for construction and various student affairs issues were among
the agenda topics at the Trustee meetings
this past weekend, Friday Oct. QA and
Saturday, Oct. 25. Although the Student
Affairs Committee decided to move forward on possible changes to Cotter
Union, decisions and discussion about
crucial issues such as the Garrison-Foster
Health Center hours, alcohol policy,
Spectrum housing and the Commons
system were deferred until January.
Additionally, a schedule for decisionmaking about changes to security on
campus was worked out, with a final
decision set for December, 2004.
According to Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman, four items before the
SAC—Cotter Union changes, alcohol
policy, Spectrum housing, and the
Commons system—were covered by the
Trustee Working Group report. Of these
four items, action was taken only on the
Cotter Union item because the other three
topics were not fully discussed due to
time constraints. "Consultants will come
to the Colby campus and give us a report
on possibilities for expansion and renovation," to Cotter Union, Kassman said.
The SAC meeting ran for close to five
hours, but the multiplicity of issues to be
discussed limited the group. "The fact
that we had so many important issues on
the table and the time . constraints
imposed upon us meant that few concrete
decisions were made," Student
Representative to the SAC Emma J.
James '04 said.
The Trustee Working Group will continue to meet throughout the semester to
discuss the issues at hand before the
Trustee meetings in January.
As was previously planned, there will
be continued study before a decision is
made about the continuation of a 24-hour
Health Center. "We had planned to spend
this entire year looking and studying the
24/7 [question], before we ever really
had a nursing shortage...that issue has
now been accelerated , because we now
have all this interest and concern ,"
Kassman said.
Colby administrators will now detcr-

Take Back the N ight raises sp irits

NOAH HAIAZS/(HE COl.W KIIO

The Sirens, along with other a capella groups, sang at the rally in the AMS party space Thursday.
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Possley, Mills honored with the 51st Lovejoy Award
when they received a letter from Aaron
Patterson , a young man convicted of
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR
stabbing to death Vincent and Rafeala
Sanchez, an elderl y couple. I Ie claimed
Steve Mills and Maurice Possley to be innocent. I Ie also claimed to have
received Colby 's presti gious Elijah been torture d into confession.
In investigating Patterson 's case,
Parish Lovejoy award for their work in
the Chicago Tribune , exposing Haws the reporters found that there was very
imil corruption in the Illinois criminal little evidence aside from the confession. The most important witness in
justice system, Wednesday, Oct. 15.
The award is presented every year the case later admitted to falsel y testito one or more newspaper writers , cho- fy ing against Patterson.
The team also discussed their investisen by a committee created specifically for the Lovejoy award , whose work gation of the case of Daniel Taylor, who
exhibits courage, integrity, craftsman- had been sentenced to life for a double
murder. The obvious problem with
ship, intelli gence and character.
The duo was chosen to receive the Taylor 's conviction was that lie was in
jail at the lime the murder occurred.
award because "they fulfill the criteria
Mills and Possley, however, said
[and exhibit) the passion for justice
that
the importance of their work was
the committee believes Klijuh Lovejoy
would have
admired ," Colby nowhere "more apparent than in the
case of four teenagers who were conPresident William I). Adams said .
In their acceptance speech, Mills and victed of the apparent rape and mmdci
Possley emphasized that their reporting of Lori Roscetti. " In the Roscetti case,
has "given voice to the voiceless." This the teenagers were charged after two
has been their mission and , ultimately, of them were said to have confessed.
Wlule investigating this case, Mills
their greatest reward. In investi gating
the Haws of the justic e .system they and Possley discovered that a key withave allowed the stories of the voice- ness, i| crime lab analyst , had commitless—the inmates who have been con- ted scientific fraud; the defendant who
victed of heinous crimes and have not had confessed had lied after being
received fair trials—to be heard. Their promised a lighter sentence; and every
work was instrumental in the pardoning non-police prosecution witness had
of four death row inmates and the com- g iven false leslimony,
mutation , from death to life without
DNA testing later proved that the four
parole, of the sentences of all 164 defendants were innocent of the crime.
Illinoi s death-row inmates.
Mills and Possley emphasized the
They began their investigative look impact that the introduction of DNA eviinto Chicago's criminal justice .system dence has had on criminal investigations .
By ALLYSOIN RUDOLPH
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Possley ami Mills spoke about their work on the criminal justice system.
Not everyone appreciates the work
Mills and Possley have been doing. In
their speech they slated , "the
(Chicago |Tribune was not the most
liked entity by poliec.in Chicago,
particularl y because of what we had
been writing about their conduct. "
They went on to describe how "during one of our frequent conversations
with the chief press spokesman for the
police department , we had been
'advised' that it was perhaps not a good
idea to drive in the city of Chicago,"
Their work lias had far-reaching
benefits. Karlier in the year, Illinois
became the third state to require

videotap ing
of
interrogations.
According to Possley, this will be a
key step in improving the criminal justice system. "They can put a camera in
that catches Hie person who 's got the
candy bur at the White lien Pant ry,
why not do it when we're charg ing
someone with the most serious of
crimes where the ultimate punishment
is death'/" Possley said.
In a formal convocation preceding
the acceptance speech by the
awardees, President William 1) . Adams
conferred upon Mills and Possley honorary Doctorate of Laws degrees.
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Who's Who

Beth Holmes '04
By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

from
Hofheim,
Hailing
Germany and having grown up
speaking both English and
German, Beth Holmes '04 finds
that "it's hard to make people real-

BETHANN SWARTZ/ THE COLBY ECHO

Beth Holmes '04

ize that I'm really not American
because I don 't have an accent."
"I didn 't expect to have any trouble adjusting," Holmes said about
moving to the United States for the
first time when she started at
Colby. *1 was a little naive about
that. I realized that a large part of
me is really German, and I'm coming to terms with that, that I do
need to adjust."
The emphasis on specialization in
the hi gher education system in
Germany led Holmes ' to the U.S. for
college. "I have the possibility to do
a lot of things at Colby, and I do.
There are opportunities here that
wouldn 't have been as easily accessible at a German university."
One of those opportunities of
which Holmes has greatly taken

advantage is studying abroad. As an
international studies major, she
studied in foreign countries for two
Jan Plans : and recently spent her
entire junior year abroad, living in
Morocco in the fall and Bolivia in
the spring. Holmes is currently writing her senior honors thesis on the
importance of women's participation in literacy programs in the
development of Morocco, and she
will return to the country this
January to do research.
"Literacy is the topic right now in
Morocco," Holmes said. "It's in the
news about every day there; it's a
huge problem. Literacy is so impor""femf mThe worldright how,'with the
UN .- and . different -development ~
' actors putting a lot more emphasis
on education, women, health and
development policy."
In Bolivia, Holmes did an independent study project on traditional
folklore dance in the country, where
she saw "how much the people love
their culture." Holmes has also
taken a dance class during, every
semester at Colby, as well as choreographing a piece for the 2002
Colby Dance Theater show, which
she will do again this spring.
"It's really a human thing to
dance," Holmes said. "It's personally how I express myself best."
After graduation, Holmes is hoping to work in development, and possibly go back to Morocco to continue
her thesis, 'or return to Germany to
work there. While she considers periodically living in foreign nations
throughout her life, it "would not be
for long stretches of time.
"I really feel that Germany is my
home ,"
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Continued from Page 1
woods by swallowing a large number of
pills and smoking marijuana, but the
attempt failed. He returned to Maine the
next morning, believing "mere was a
reason why I am still alive." Now that
Hackett has confessed, he hopes never
to be released from prison again.
"I am definitely going to make sure
your system does not let me out
again," said Hackett, referring to his
release from Utah State Prison. ~ Despite Hackett's request to never
again leave prison, his Defense *
Attorney Pamela J. Ames states, "It is
my job to represent him, to get him
through the system, to make sure the
state has sufficient evidence." Anies
has yet to see the physical evidence;
she has only seen the affidavits.
Ames addedthatregardlessof Hackett's
confession, "we're not going to let him
plead guiltywithoutrepresentatioa''
Ames expressed to the Herald "frustration that Hackett confessed publicly."
Hackett's probable cause hearing is
scheduled for Nov. 18 as planned.
According to.Stokes, the Grand Jury
will .convene a few days prior to
review the ' evidence for a possible
indictment. If Hackett is indicted,
meaning the Jury sees sufficient evidence, then the probable cause hearing
will be cancelled and the case will be
scheduled for trial.

making were just a few of the activities available. Melinda Pooler, a
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR :
,
young Waterville resident dressed as
Animals; superheroes, soldiers and Princess Jasmine from the Disney
even one girl dressed as a Harley movie "Aladdin," said that her
motorcycle rider waited with their par- favorite activity was making macaroni
ents in line to enter the Page skeletons in Grossman. She said she
Commons Room last Sunday, Oct. 26 was very exited, though, to "go to the
for the sixth annual Halloween cookie one," and decorate Halloween
Extravaganza, where they were cookies in Treworgy.
instructed to take two pieces of candy
The Extravaganza is organized
from a row of black and orange tables every year by the Colby Volunteer
piled high with sweets. Parents took Center, with partial funding from the
maps pointing them to the northeast Student Government Association, and
side of campus, where 12 residence it has become a well-loved communi:- ty event. According to Meghan
halls hosted different activities.
AMS was the site of a haunted house Gallery '06, co-coordinator of the
featuring a fake graveyard with a skele- Halloween extravaganza, the event
ton, a large pumpkin arid upside-down usually draws between 2,000 and
cauldrons, one of which had a human 2,500 children from both Colby faculhead underneath. Abbey Stella '04, an ty and staff and the city of Waterville.
Anthony head resident who was direct"The community expects it,' Gallery
ing traffic through the haunted house, said. She said that the volunteer center
said that the event had been toned receives lots of calls in the preceding
down this year "because of complaints i month from Waterville residents seeklast year that it was too scary."
ing information about the event.
"It's something that's very imporOther residence halls offered
Halloween-themed arts and crafts tant for the Colby community,"
activities. Witch-hat making, fishing Gallery said. She noted, though, that it
for candy, face-painting and mask- has been difficult to organize lately,
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
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Diligent trick-or-treaters work on making edible witch hats.
because "it's hard to get people to participate." To make the event possible
this year, the volunteer center had to
employ the help of Colby's HRs.
Elli Jenkins '06, a Foss HR who
was helping make macaroni skeletons
in Grossman, said that HRs are asked
to volunteer. "The HRs of Frat Row
know that its part of their job," she
said. Although Foss was not part of
this year 's events, Jenkins said she

participated because, "it [was] going
to be so much fun."
Although it is an obligation and, as
Stella said, "a huge time commitment,
especially during this time of the
year," the HRs seemed excited to be a
part of the Extravaganza. Charlie Hale
'06, a Piper HR, said. "We were late in
the sign-up but we thought it was
going to be really fun."

, seePresident's responseas supportive,progressive
TASK FORCE: Chairsfindresponsepositive
Continued from Page 1
"I think [the response]is very, very positive.[Adams] has been wonderfully supportive and he embraced a surprising number of
our recommendations,"McFadden said."In
a lot of areas [the response said] yeah,okay,
we're going to do this."
Structurally, the report was divided
into several different departments in
which the Task Force felt that Queer
issues need exploration. Academics,
administration, admissions, athletics,
bookstore, career services, college relations, dean of students, health center and
study abroad were all included. Within
each area, Adams has asked members of

those departments to revise the recommendations made by the Task Force and
create systems for implementation.
"I feelconfident(hat [Adams]hasconsulted with each department,"McFadden said.
Kassman agreed that each department
revising its particular recommendation
by the Task Force "is the most practical
way to go forward," In many departments these evaluations are alread y
ongoing and seeing changes, particularly
die bookstore, which has begun to stock
more queer-themed memorabilia , as well
as gay magazines and greeting cards.
Also currently in production is the
Queer Literacy Primer.

"[The document] will give people a
common language...for a kind of invisible problem. It will give people a basic
sense of the issues and list the terms,"
said McFadden, who explained that people who often don't want to be offensive
will be silent. The Primer will give these
students the tools to talk about the issues,
she said. She imagines the Primer will be
distributed in student mailboxes.
Adams specifically noted that he was
not supportive of (lie Task Force's request
for separate Commencement events for
GLBTT students and their guests. "If the
central goal of the work...is to ensure a
comfortable and inclusive climate for all ,

an event that divides one portion of the
senior class from all others at the moment
of class-wide celebration seems symbolically divisive ralhcr than supportive to
me,"Adams wrote.
Due to the comprehensive work done
by the Task Force, Adams will consider
creating an ad hoc committee through
Diversity Chairs Administrative Vice
President and Treasurer Arnold Yasinski
and Charles A. Dana Professor of
Philosophy Cheshire Calhoun, which
would convene periodically to check the
progress of the Task Force recommendations, as well as create new ones.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log October 2003
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place to put them. We're squeezed in
here like droplets on a raspberry."
While Boylan said that a creative
writing center is not the only solution
to the problem, a center would move
five or six professors and possibly the
director of the Writers' Center into a
new space. The current Dean of
Students Office would house offices,
as well as "hold lots of informal space
for reading, writing and be a place for
students and professors to talk about
work." There also might be spaces for
the Pequod and student readings ,
Boylan said. An interactive classroom,
modeled on the Davis room in Miller
Library, would be created in the present Registrar 's Office. This classroom would not be a space strictly for
English, Boylan said, but it would be
"particularly well-suited for teaching
revision and rewriting."
"There are no other schools that we
compete with that have their own center for creative writing," Boylan said.
"Colby 's program is unique and wellrespected, and starting next year a new
curriculum in creative writing is going
to create a lot more opportunities for
people to study writing at the college
level, such as more classes in fiction,
creative non-fiction and screenwriting. Having a center where all of that
can take place would be a very exciting thing for the school."

Halloween Extravaganzadraws crews of kids

Philip R. Poulin, O.D.
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The construction of the new Alumni
and Development building, part of the
Colby Green project, has led to the
possibility of establishing a creative
writing center in the Lovejoy building.
Although a creative writing center
is "a thought among other thoughts,"
Administrative Vice President and
Treasurer Arnold Yasinski said, the
possibility of forming a center where
the Dean of Students Office and
Registrar's Office are currently positioned is a possibility.
According to Yasinski, the College
Relations department, currently located in Eustis, will move to the Alumni
and Development building once it is
completed, which is expected to be
during the summer of 2005. The Dean
of Students Office and the Registrar's
Office will then move to the second
floor of Eustis, leaving their present
location in Lovejoy empty.
The decision of whether to establish
a creative writing center will not come
anytime soon, Yasinski said.
"It's only a speculation so far. By the
time those areas are available, we will
look at the other needs of the College."
If it is decided to create a creative
writing center, "we don't anticipate
that creating a space within an existing

space would be very expensive,"
Yasinski said.
A creative writing center was proposed by the English department in
the spring of 2000 in the Options
Papers, which were papers prepared
by the various departments in advance
of College President William D.
Adams' arrival at Colby, Professor and
Co-Chair of the English Department
JenniferFinney Boylan said.
The motivation to form a creative
writing center at Colby comes partly
from the "Strategic Plan .for Colby,"
released by Adams on May 1, 2002,
Yasinski Said. In a hope to create "a
more distinctive academic profile,"
the "Strategic Plan"calls to "reinforce
creative writing at Colby by consolidating existing strengths in fiction and
poetry, and cultivating new areas of
strength and expertise in areas of nonfiction." The creative writing center
would be a step toward accomplishing
this goal, Yasinski said.
The overcrowding of the English
department provides another reason to
create a creative writing center.
"About one half to one third of
officesin the English department have
two people in them. Some even have
three," Boylan said. "We also have a
seminar room that's not big enough.
As of next September two more
tenure-track professors arrive in the
department, and we have literally no
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Residence Hall
Outside Johnson Hall
Outside Piper Hall
Piper Room 201
Grossman Hall
Outside Johnson Hull
Outside Perkins-Wilson
Piper 1st Floor
Perkins-Wilson
Outside Mudd Science
AMS 1st Floor
Lovejoy Building

Disposition:
Maine General
Security
Maine Genera l
Security
Security
Security
Security
Security/Deans Office
Security
Deans Office
Maine General
Deans Office
'
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office

Comments:
Alcohol
Sweatshirt taken
Alcohol
Broken office window
Scratches on vehicle
Vending machine broken
Outside wall li ghts broken
Broken tail li ghts on vehicle
$53.00 taken
Holes in stairwell wall
Illness
Open Container
Open Container
Damage done to items in room
Attempted theft of Colby table
Open Container
Open Container
Open Container
Underage Consumption
Open Container
Damaged table and floor
Vending Machine

r
Maine
vote
scheduled
for
Nov.
7;
voters
true
panelists
reveal
the
Lovejoy
^
world, problems oi*journahsm A decide on education budget, property
tax and proposed Maine resort casino
By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

By EjVIILY HONIG

Three panels discussing different
aspects of journ alism, "Journalists and
Their Communitues" took place on
Oct. 15 as part of the Lovejoy
Convocation Conference Program.
They featured representatives of the
journalism field from across the
United States.
The panels were the first event sponsored by the Goldfarb Center for Public
Affairsand Civic Engagement, the creation of which was announced this fall.
In "Descendants of Lovejoy," a panel
featuring Hugh Bowdert, the executive
editor , of Ellsworth American, Rex
Rhoades, editor of the Lewiston Sun
Journal and Matthew Storin, editor
emeritus "of the Boston Globe talked
about the responsibilities of reporters
and editors in their communities.
"A good newspaper reflects the
community in which it's published,"
Rhoades said. "The influence of a
newspaper is substantial in a small
community. Newspapers are still the
shared way of obtaining news in that
community, and it holds the community together by reading the shared media
and creating shared discussions."
Rhoades, who was editor at the Sun
Journal last year when a highly controversial statement was made by
LewistoiiV mayor about Somalian
refugees in the city, noted that in his
editorials, he "spoke to the fears of
many people in the country today."
The panel discussion turned to the
public's decreased interest in newspapers and the apparent lack of free time
to read them.
^1 don't mink there's a magic solution," Storin said about regaining newspaper readers. "We try to cover stories
that are close to the pocketbook, home
life and the real interests of people. It's
still important, despite the problem,
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Representatives f r om the f ield discussed controversies in journalism.

The first panel was entitled "The
that you cover news too. When people
are certainly interested, they will go to Food Chain." Panelists discussed
those outlets that they hav e the greatest ways undergraduate students can prepare themselves for careers in journaldegree of confidence in."
"Everybody is competing for peo- ism and what types of individuals
ple's time, and newspapers are losing newspapers are hiring: The panelists
that competition. Sunday isn't a day included. Rebecca Corbett '74, the
off anymore; people no longer have assistant managing editor of the
time for the Sunday , newspaper," Baltimore Sun, Chris Davenport '95,
staff writer at the Washington Post and
Rhoades said.
Richard Dudman, an audience Chris Morrill '81 , vice president of
member and a writer of editorials for multimedia at the Hartford Courant.
AH three panelists stressed internthe Bangor Daily News, noted that
television sitcoms are what people ships and networking as important
ways .¦of entering the field, but noted
spend their time on in the evenings.
"People are choosing priorities , arid that journalism school is not as imporit's sad what they 're choosing," tant to a potential journalist as having
an area in which he or she is passionate.
Rhoades responded.
The final panel , called "Media
The panelists also, expressed concern over the lack of interest in the Agglomeration ," addressed the issue
of large media corporations acquiring
news by young people in particular.
"We've attempted to offer a page or smaller newspapers! Eric Conrad ,
multiple pages to students at loca l manag ing editor of the Portland Press
high schools to write about what's Herald and the Maine Sunday
happening there, but they won 't Telegram, Morrill and Corbett particialways get their stuff in. Newspapers pated in the-panel. Morrill and Corbett
are never going to be able to compete took the place of Aim Marie Li pinski ,
with video games and that type of editor of the Chicago Tribune , who
was unable to attend.
stuff." Bowden said.

Diamond '73 comes back to Colby

I .IIIN

miimi'ini

COIIIVICIIO

Trustee Robert E. Diamond 73 spoke about changing European cap ital markets on Thursday, Oct. 23 in Olin 00/
to a packed audience. Diamond, whose family foundation recently donated $6 million f o r the new socia l science
and interdisciplinary studies building, is the CEO of Barclays Cap ital and chairman of Barclays (llohnl Investors .
His talk focused on the effects the capital market shifts have had on investment banks, with reference to the rise of
the Euro and the breakdown of the Glass Steagall Act , which separated investment and commercial hanks.
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Continued from Page 1
mine what the Health Center issues and
concerns are, unci there will be further
discussion at the January Trustee meetings, which will take place in Hoslon ,
Kassman said.
Along with the SAC discussions , the
other trustee committees reached u number of decisions . It was decided thai one
ofllie It ) new faculty members provided
for in Colb y 's Strategic Plan will be the
first full-time , tenure-track professor in
the environmental studies program.
Additionall y, several funding initiatives were approved , including $2 "10,000
for installation of key-curd readers in llie
Street of Miller / ,/lwiry, lite science complex and Lovejoy.
The Colby endowment decreased very
slig htl y over the past year , and there was
evidence of growth in the fust i|iinrtcr ol
2003. Additionally, Colby was able to
hold to its budget in the 2002-2003
school year, but the budge t will he lighter
during this academic year , "in pari
because enrollment is slig htl y below the
budgeted number of l. NOO ," according to
the newsletter . There has been good
progress in the fund raising fin Ih tM iliinini and development building, the social
sciences and interdisc iplinary stud ies
building and the artificial turf field,

Alongside the elected positionsincluding Waterville's mayoral
seat—that will be filled in this year 's
election on Nov. 7, there are also six
referendum questions on the ballot
that will be decided by Maine voters,
including Colby students who.decide
to vote in Maine.
These questions address issues
including public education funding,
gambling arid casinos and bond
issues to fund a wide variety of projects such as environmental initiatives,
improvements
in
the
University of Maine System facilities
and infrastructure.
There are three candidates for
Waterville's mayoral contest, including Democrat City Councilor Charles
H. Kellenberger, Republican City
Councilor Paul R . LePage and
Independent • City Councilor Don
Dufpur, who was formerly registered
with the Democratic Party, but
changed his affiliation so he could
run for mayor.
According to Colby Democrats
President Mike Greenberg '04, the
importance of the mayoral race lies in
the economic growth and possibilities
for the Waterville area.
"One only needs to look as far as
the abandoned lot where Amesf once
stood and the shut-down businesses
throughout the state to realize the

IN T O W N

importance -of effective policies
backed by strong leadership in 2004,"
Greenberg said.
There are three citizen initiatives on
the November ballot. The first asks
whether voters want the state to pay for
of
Jj ^ercent public education costs-a
shift from local, property tax-based
funding. Option A calls for an immediate shift, Option B calls for a phase-in
of property tax relief and Option C
rejects both initiatives. .
Question one offers property tax
relief to apopulation that, according to
Professor of Philosophy Robert L.
McArthur, is aging and has "fewer and
fewer children in the schools, there is
great interest...in not having property
taxes raised to support the schools."
Additionally, there are concerns
that while the initiative might provide
additional funding to poor school districts, rich districts may actually end
up worse off.
Furthermore, the state would have
to come up with this money, and it's
unclear to me that it's possible,"
Harriet Sargent Wiswell and George
C. Wiswell Jr. Associate Professor of
American Constitutional Law Joseph
R: Reisert said.
Question two asks if voters want
slot machines to be allowed at horse
racing tracks if part of the proceeds go
to lowering prescription drug costs for
senior citizens and to scholarships to
•
state universities.
Question three also deals with gambling, asking if voters Want to allow a

resort casino to be run by the
Passamaquoddy Tribe and the
Penobscot Nation, on the basis that part
of the revenue is used for "state education and municipal revenue sharing."
This question has been highly controversial, with a large number of
television ads highlighting the issue.
One of the points of contention has
been about the specifics of the^corv
tract, which cannot easily be
changed, and there have been corjr .
cerns that not enough of the proceeds
will go to the state.
Some say, however, that the actual
casino revenue may be overshadowed
by the additional jobs and revitalized
local businesses that could come along
with the casino. According . to
McArthur, the question is not if the
casino is built, but when.
There has also been much concern
about the moral aspect of the casino.
Reisert said that, "legalized gambling is
a tax on the poor and foolish, that's...the
very worst way to raise money."
There are also three questions
regarding the issuance of bonds
amounting to several hundred million
dollars in total. Question four asks for
bonds to fund environmental and
clean water initiatives.
Question five asks for $19 million
for improvements to the University of
Maine facilities.
Question six asks for more than $63
million for infrastructure improvements.

Headquarters

Headquarters on Main St, is
owned by Joe Richards and Jane
Lynch, who work alongside Denise
A lderman. Features editor Emily
Honig Met with Richards to discuss
what it s' like working at Colby 's
favorite hair and beauty emporium.
Emily: How long have you been
located here?
Joe Richards and Denise Alderman of
Joe: The shop has been in existence since 1970, so that 's 34 years.
men or the women? The women, we
E: Are you from the Waterville find that a lot of the Colby women
students like their hair longer, very
area?
J: Yes, 1 live in Winslbw, my wife natural-looking. We usuall y trim
is a teacher in Winslow. My two their ends for them. Sometimes we
children are grown. My daughter try to talk them into something a litgraduated from Colby three years tle more daring. For the men, over
ago. So we're very involved with the the last year or two, it 's been the real
community and we know Colby short, clipper-cut fad with the flip in
the front , kind of a Marine-looking
quite well.
students
come
haircut. But as of late, in the last few
E: A lot of Colby
here. Do you have any general months, we're noticing that they 're
starling to want to let their hair grow
impressions?
J: We enjoy Colby very much. The out a bit more, so this is kind of
kids come from a lot of different good , that they 're changing their
areas—all over the world—and we images a little bit.
I'i : Do you get more men or
enjoy learning about them and where
they 're from , their families. They women?
J: We probably do more men from
seem to be good kids , they 're wellColby.
We do a goad contingency of
rounded individuals.
L: Is there a most popular hair- women from Colby, also, but more
men, and we do a lot of the professty le?
J: Well, you 're talking about the sors and their families that live local-

Headquarters.
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ly in the area.
E: What do you like most about
your job?
J: I love meeting people, enjoy
finding out where they 're from, the ,
diversity in the student body. Just
people in general, learning about
them, what they like and what they
don't like.
E: Do you have a business philosophy?
J: The business philosophy has
always been that anyone who walks
through the door deserves our total
attention and doing the very best for
them that we can, because without
the customer, without the person
walking through the door, whether
he or she is from Colby, or whether
it 's a professor, or a lawyer here in
town, they all deserve our respect
and the very best attention that we
can give them.

Henderson competes on College Jeopard y
By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Lauren Henderson '04 recentl y put
her knowledge of random trivia to the
lest during her appearance on "College
Tournament Yale Jeopardy!," a twoweek special featuring 15 college students from across the nation,
The ep isode in which Henderson
appears will air on Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m.
on WN1TV, Channel 8, I lenderson competed ngainst a male student from Purdue
University wul a Jemnlc .student from
Mount Sun Jacint o College.
"It was an uma/ing experience overall.
It really was overwhelming and hard to
grasp. I couldn't quite comprehend that this
was a national TV show," 1lenderson said.
Since the show has not been broadcast
yet , I lenderson cannot reveal anything
about (he outcome, but she said thai she
is "pleased" with her performance,
"The questions were about on par with
how I thought they would be,"
I lenderson said. "Some were pretty hard ,
but overall not too bad,"
Henderson said that she did little to
prepare for her appearance on the show,

but "crammed in iron! of the 'IV one
night , trying to absorb history and sports,
Hipp ing between CSPAN, the History
Channel and ESPN."
There is no particular area of knowledge in which she specializes , 1lenderson
said , hut she struggles the most with
spoils and US presidents.
All of the shows for "College
Tournament Yale Jeopardy !" were taped
in front of a live audience at Yale
University in New H aven, Conn, on Oct,
3" and 4, The tupings took up to ei ght
hours each day, I lenderson said.
"1 really didn 't think about [llie audience |. We actually weren't allowed to
look at the audience. We were
sequestered; we even had to go to (he
bathroom with an escort."
lb gain a spot as one of the contestants , Henderson applied online ait the
"Jeopard y !" website during the summer.
She received a call in August that she had
been selected to travel to New York City
for auditions. More (ban 100 students
were present at the auditions, which took
place in the beginning of September and
consisted of a 50-question test, a mock
"Jeopardy!" show mid a short interview.
I lenderson was one of four students cho-
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Lauren Henderson '04.
sen at the New York City auditions to
participat e in the show, with (he other 11
students having been selected at auditions held throughout the United Stales.
"I 'd always kind of wanted to be on
Jeopardy," I lenderson said, "I've never
been addicted to the show, but I' ve
watched it pretty regularly throughout
my life."
Although (he official contestant rules
of "Jeopardy!" stale that an individual
may only appear on the show once in
his/her lifetime, Henderson said (hut she
would "totally do it again if possible."
"I don 't know il' Pvc had a more exciting weekend in my life, It was great;
almost everyone was amazing, I still
keep in touch with a lot of people."

Costumes Waknart doesn Y stock

EDITORIAL

Nantuckettimes.Ladies will want to find
a simple bow to tie their hair with. Men
are encouraged to let their dirty blond, if
possible, hair become swept around by

Adams' response to the Queer
Task Force justified
VANITY PRESS

By Steven Weinberg
Tomorrow Halloween comes, as it
does every year, with a year's worth of
anticipation behind it. Come Oct 31, this
annual anticipatory tsunami causes many
to balk when presented with the dilemma
of what to dress up as. Standards such as
ghosts and witches are pedestrian.
Wearing the "this is my Halloween costume" t-shirt has gone past cliche. New
costumes are needed and one needs to
look no further than Colby to find them.
"Colby? How can Colby supply us
with costume ideas?" One might ask.
^
"Can $40,000 really cover more than
simply education, room, board, and
party-times?" Another skeptic mightsay.
Yes, Colby can because Colby, like
herpes, keeps on giving.
Take the Nantucketer costume: the
trick to getting this costume right is pastels. Blue jeans and a t-shirtjust doesn't
say relaxed on Nantucket. One needs to
express their laid-backness through a
vibrant array of inpaltable, blues, yellows
and good old Nantucket red. Try your
best to find that old white sweater you
have lying around and throw it over your
shoulders. It will look nice complimented
by tiffany's earrings, necklaces, bracelets
and something else that Tiffany's mokes,
Tiffany's, like pastels, screams relaxing

They are all over: the little signs in the
tray-depositing areas of me dining halls
that say, "Please remove your trash."
Since I have beeq at Colby, I have
always obeyed the little sighs. I like to
take die two seconds to remove my
garbage from my tray before leaving it
on the conveyor belt or the amazing
revolving silver apparatus. Until a few
weeks ago, however, I did not know
exactly why I picked out my napkins and
the occasional saltine cracker wrapper. A
friendly member of the Colby
Environmental Coalition told me the real
reason, and I was so excited I wanted to
share. It's composting!
Colby composts a huge amount of its
food waste instead of throwing it away.
Composting is an ancient technique that
involves the natural recycling of food and
animal products. For over 2,000 years,
people have mixed extra food, plant
material , and animal manure to create
compost. Microorganisms help to
decompose the materials until they all
become a more homogenous substance
that is rich in nutrients. The nutrient-rich
malter can then be spread over gardens
and' farm fields to enhance soil quality.
Many people compost in their, private
homes and use tire final product on their
gardeps, but there are companies that
(ate large 'quantities of waste and compost it on a large scale. Colby pays to

have all of its compost trucked to a private company in Benton, Maine. In
Benton, the compost is processed and
m^ced with other natural materials and
^
stored until it decomposes. The company
then sells the soil-enhancer to gardeners
in the area.
Only some foods can be composted.
Colby composts primarily plant products. The dining services employees sort
out the meat, bones, fats, and any large
amounts of citrus fruits or standing liquids because they do not decompose
quickly enough. They are also able to
compost some untreated paper products,
like the brown dining hall napkins.
However, the little decomposing organisms can only handle so many napkins,
so when the volume gets too great, all the
paper will not decompose. And this is
why there are signs in the dining halls.
If you do not throw away your napkins
on busy days, tire dining services employees may not have time to sort them out,
and they will not be able to compost anything. Even more important than napkins
are the other disposable items you might
find in the dining halls. If you happen to
take a cup for n hot beverage or a plastic
spoon and then finish using it before you
leave, take the extra minute effort to toss
it in the trash (better yet, do not use any
disposable dining hall utensils , although 1
know there arc times when dial cup of tea
just calls to be had on the way out.) Items
that have plastic on them are definitel y
Continued on Page 5

I wish I d have
thought of that

the salty seas only to be tamed by their
well worn baseball caps: Remember, for
the Nantucketer, the trick is you want to
look ridiculous but only in the snobbiest,
Ralph Lauren way.
Ournext costumeis thewoodsmen.Here
we begin with Carhardtsand end with dirt,
lot's of ft. Past only wearing Carhardts,
which is an acceptablevariant, one should
look into fleece and Gore-Texlayersto aug^"
mentthe facade.Holes help,too. Thetrick is
to look like you actuallylivein the rugged
wilderness environment, not Foss. If the
wearerof the costume is approached and
told: "Man,youare sohard-core."Thewearer should note their dirty, holed, attire and
respond with: "Oh, I must have forgot to
change afier my deauVdefying wilderness
experience. Things slip my mind when I
push theenvelope."The wearershouldthen
walk away, eschewing normal routes of
transportation(stairsand doors) for the more
extreme(muddy hillsand brokenwindows).

importantto not look like you are from the
Boston area. This may mean wearing
loafers with jeans, tight velvet running
suits, only black, or at least by stressing
your un-allegiance with "American
Values.". The simplest way to pull this
costume off isjust to wear a United World
College sweatshirt, but Colby students
can be more creative than that
- '- Arid creativity is what Halloween is
all about. Sometimes the best costumes
are the ones all around us. And sometimes the best costumes are the stereotypes all around us. Halloween is a time
for humor. Humor is a time for stereotypes. Feel free to start on the humor part
by not taking this column too seriously.
If these costumes were based on real
Colby students, then Halloween wouldn't bejust Oct. 31; it would be everyday.
It isn't everyday. The calendar says it is
only on Oct. 31. Calendars don't lie.

First of all , I'm writing this
week' s flight of hilarity late
Friday night because I' m off
tomorrow to Our Nation 's Capital
for a ghost-story-reading gig for
D.C. area alumni. Some of you
think that one of these years I'll
just turn the whole scary business
over to Jenny Boylan and retire.
Weil, I'M NEVER GOING TO
RETIRE. Not as long as there's a
Colby-associated person left breaming on this earth am I going to give up
my part in the Halloween festivities.
The one I read last year here on campus (incidentally, Boylan and I will be
back again this year on Thurs.—
tonight by Echo time—Oct. 30 to read
again) was too long. Think, Jenny's
decades younger than I, so the ghastly tradition—long or short—-will continue even after I have grown too
senile to read a page, let alone recognize a ghost.

Personally, I
think student
evaluations are
taken far too
seriously by the
Colby powers...

Evaluating the Howard Dean Revolution

Composting: ancient tec
nique hardly obsolete
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

In his recently published response to requests made by the Queer Task
Force, President William D. Adams systematically addressed each of the
points proposed last spring. While he acknowledged and praised the
body's efforts overall, he temporarily denied the creation of a Queer
Studies minor, citing competition of "academic priorities across the curriculum, and especially...uncertainty regarding the breadth and depth of
student interest in the proposed minor." That said, the future of the Queer
Studies minor is contingent on sustained student interest and support both
inside and outside the classroom.
Indeed, both Adams and the Echo acknowledge the value of creating
such a discipline at Colby and encourage the College community to see
this proposal through to its conception; utilizing Adams' offer to fund
"course development work to encourage teaching of Queer Studies issues
in the curriculum," for example, should be an obvious first step. Like all
curricular developments, however, the creation Queer Studies minor is
subject to scrutiny and the test of time.
Environmental Studies, for example, endured the same process; only
now, 10 years after its formation, has Colby hired a full-time professor for
that field. Such a lengthy waiting period may not be ideal, but is standard
practice and, if nothing else, proves its value.
Moreover, the Echo applauds the College 's decision to hire the new
Dean of Multicultural Affairs Cecilia Stanton, whose duties, Adams
assures, are "specific to [the queer] community."
Dividing the College into its separate departments for closer scrutihy
of diversity initiatives was last year 's plan and has since been implemented. While this is, indeed, the most practical course of action, there is,
at this point, no system for assessing each department 's progress, and the
Echo fears that recommendations could fall through the cracks. As discussed by the Queer Task Force, the invention of a combined faculty and
student ad hoc committee specificall y for Queer issues would decrease
the possibility of unintentional failure to address both social and academic issues related to the Queer community.
Finally, the Echo believes that inclusion in the Colby community
should be the ultimate goal of the College's Queer initiatives. As such,
Adams ' ultimate denial of dividing campus celebratory events during
Commencement weekend is an apt decision.

By Emilie Coulson

The last costume I'll suggest is the
International. The best thing to stress here
is to look diverse. There isn't one set look
far the International student, rather it is

JACK TALKS BACK
By Jack; Sisson
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In the past f ew months, countless
Colby students have joined the ranks of a
powerful contemporary movement: "The
Howard Dean Revolution." The stickers,
pins, posters and catchy paraphernalia
that adorn the campus are a testament to
his popularity. Colby Democrats are
facilitating the endeavor with hip weblinks and irresistible listserves. I'm sure
some are even lobbying SGA members to
pass a formal Dean endorsement (following the trend spawned by last year's Iraqi
resolution, which reaffirmed Colby's
place as a leader in academic and political tolerance).
But amidst all the hoopla, a cautious
observer such as me is forced to pause
and reflect. What is the driving f orce
behind the revolution? When did we
decide to rally around a candidate
whose experience in government is
skin deep and who whines like a prepubescent teenage girl, angry at her
mother for stealing her diary? Is Dean 's
political underdog, LL-Bcan wearing,
"democratic wing of the Democratic
Party " status the reason for his widespread popularity? These answers will
remain ambi guous. While I may never
understand the phenomenon that is
lcadirfg this curious charge, I am con-

vinced that Dean is by no means the
cure for America. If anything, the doctor's tactics will disease his own party.
The "Revolution" is not based off of
ideas or intellect, only insults and
extremism. A standard Dean speech
consists of a meaningless anti-Bush
tirade. His campaign strategy- assault
anything that might smell like Bush.
Sleazy politics and childish name-calling are standard operating procedures.
If you may oppose affirmative action,
then you 're an evil racist If you

from the rest of the pack in the primary,
will be his inevitable doom. If he manages a victory in the primary, Dean
should prepare for a nation-wide electoral spanking. Just as the Nader supporters spoke of a Green Revolution in
2000 and suffered a painful blow (not
even touching the 5 percent threshold
and contributing to Bush's victory),
Dean will fail miserably.
From experience, most revolutions
require some level of success to be considered revolutions. No matter what

embrace the free market, then you hate
America.
But what really makes the Dean
Revolution so empty and oxymoronic
is not the animosity driven campaign or
poorly designed policies, but rather that
the Dean campaign is destined for electoral failure. A former Clinton Pollster,
Mark Penn predicts that if Dean won
the nomination and ran against Bush,
he 'd lose 49 of 50 states. A more generous Clinton colleague said that Dean
lose 40 states.
would
only
Unfortunately, Dean's extremist techniques, which have distinguished him

you might hope for, all signs point to
Dean's doom. My advice to Colby's
revolutionaries: put your bets on something a little more enduring. While
Howie may be the enticing flavor of the
week, his long-term legacy will be, at
most, to fracture the party. Sadly, no
matter how many emails you might forward or stickers you might purchase,
betting on a three-legged horsq, is a
wasted bet. It will only make the race
less entertaining and the loss harder to
swallow. After-all, it's going to take a
little more than a three-legged horse to
beat the W.

But what I really want to do this
week is suggest some possible critical
comments that you all might use in
your student evaluations one of these
semesters. Personally, I think student
evaluations are taken far too seriously
by the Colby powers, but perhaps one
or two of these grabbers might just
add a degree of levity to the whole
loathsome process.
1. "This man is depriving a village
somewhere of an idiot." I'll bet
you're just barely passing this course.
2. "I would not allow this professor to breed. " How you 're
going to achieve this prohibition ,
I cannot fathom , but you could
beat a dish pan outside the poor
person 's house all year long.
3. "When she opens her rnouth, it
seems that it is only, to change feet." 1
like that one; it describes some of my
8:00 a. m. lectures.
4. Since I wrote my evaluation
of this teacher last year, he has
reached rock bottom and has
started to . dig." I'd recommend
this one for someone in geology,
but they 're all pretty good people.
5. "This professor has delusions of
adequacy." Well, perhaps 'adequacy'
is a little strong.
6. "Got a full six-pack but lacks the
plastic thing to hold it together." A
perfect criti que for the ubiquitous
Colby student suds-guzzler.
Continued on Page 5

Students on the Street
What are y ou dressing up as f or Halloween?

"Stevp and Teri Irwin ,"

—Jake Sallba '06 and Morgan Pratt '04

"What is Halloween?"
^

Babatunde Bamlabftye .'07

We're dressing tip as each otherl"
— T^w^^

"Charlie's Angels!"

r~Annle Lewaf len '06, Meghan Race '06 and Kirf ten
La\vs6H' 'Q6

Who WantS Cake? By Steve Weinberg

Brobot ignores criticism by stu dents
ADVENTURES IN
OUTER SPACE

By Matt Morrison

It was a Saturday night when the
girl came back. "Living on a Prayer"
screeched to a halt. The silence
peaked as she opened her mouth and
said softly, "I have left the campus
and I have come back." The partyers
were shocked and minutes of quiet
suspense followed before uproar
broke loose: "You've been to the
other side....Tell me what it's like...
How did you get there...Were there
more than 12 people in a room?" All
these comments flew at her like cannibalistic birds at other birds. She
had done it. She was one of the lucky
few. There are a lot of kids that never
get the chance. I could barely believe
the story at first. As far as I knew,
only really promiscuous girls were
capable of getting off the campus.
I had to speak to a higher authority.
God wasn't listening much after I
bundled his God-ass in an intense
face-off of the "make as many mistakes as you can in 15 minutes game,"
so I approached his right hand man.
Bro was busy watering his daisies,
sporting a cute suede jogging suit and
what appeared to be a sequined shirt,
as I approached the driveway. I
approached him and said, "Hi Bro.
You're my bro, Bro." I laughed, I bet
he never gets that, and began assaulting him with demands that off-campus
accessibility be improved, since
Colby didn't have much in the way of
being not in the middle of nowhere.
I said, "Bro, how do you feel about
the outdated jitney system that is over-

burdened, generally slow and ineffective?" Bro responded, "Bro is here,
Bro is good, he tell you to do just what
you should." Ok...I thought, maybe
prez had an emergency meeting with
one "Mr. Bacardi Limon" this morning. "And how do you feel knowing
that the taxi services are unresponsive
to campus needs' and that the
increased constraints on the campus'
weekend life may result in students
taking their own, potentially unwise,
actions in securing a ride to an offcampus location?" To this, Bro
answered, "If you don't know just

The louxktwnon higtib loodpress ure

MEDICAL MICE FROM GARRISON
HEAITHGENTER

Melanie Thompson, MD, MPH

J

"Do not fear to repeat what has
already been said. Men [sic] need
(the truth) dinned into their ears
many times and from all sides. The
first rumor makes them prick up their
ears, the second registers, and the
third enters."
-Rene Theophile Hyacinthe Laennec
(1781-1826) Regius Professor of
Medicine, College de France.
Your blood pressure is important.
Your blood pressure is important.
Hey, did you ever know a really
important thing is your blood pressure?!
Why the sudden resurgence in
blood pressure monitoring? It may
increase your appointment time at the
Health Center (by a few minutes).
You used to be able to sneak in and
out with a splinter or sprain without
waiting for" personnel to take your
blood pressure. And what's with the
new handouts at training room physicals? Some athletes are even being
restricted from their sport for high
blood pressure!
WHAT IS BLOOD PRESSURE?
High blood pressure is elevated pressure of the blood in the arteries that results
fromtwo major factors, which can be present independently or together

COMPOST:Via^esaved

—The heart pumps blood with
excessive force.
—Thebody's smaller blood vessels
narrow, so that blood flow exerts more
pressure against the vessels'walls.
Blood pressure is read in two
numbers. "Systolic," the top number, is the force of blood in the arteries as the heart beats. "Diastolic,"
the bottom number, is .the force of
blood in the arteries as the heart
relaxes between beats.
Blood pressure is measured in mil-

High blood pressure is called the
"silent killer"
because blood
pressure cannot be
felt and because
the symptoms may
not show up for
years yet it can
lead to health hazards.
limeters of mercury (mm , Hg). The
pumped up cuff cuts off all the blood
flow initially, so no sound is heard
when the stethoscope is placed on
your arm. Then, slowly, the blood
starts flowing again as the cuff is loosened. As soon as the vessel allows a
pulsing sound, the measure of mercury at that point is your systolic pressure; when the thumping stops being
heard and the blood is no longer pres-

surized and is just swooshing through,
the measurement of mercury at that
point is your diastolic pressure.
Blood that's flowing smoothly and
easily through your heart and body
gives a reading of under 120/80.
Blood pressure chronically above
140/90 is called hypertension.
High blood pressure is called the
"silent killer" because blood pressure
cannot be felt and because the symptoms may not show up for years yet it
can lead to many health hazards.
Although the body can tolerate
increased blood pressure for months
and even years, high blood pressure
eventually injures the heart and blood
vessels in the heart, kidneys, the brain
and the eves.
Blood pressure can be transiently
high for a number of reasons: you're
excited to be at the Health Center;
you're scared to get the 1 little cuff
pumped up around your arm; you're
running behind for a school
paper/project; you're on Sudafed or
NyquiL for a cold; 1 you chose the
wrong parents; you took too much
cocaine, alcohol, steroids, ephedra,
coffee, or put too much salt on your
fries/chips, etc.
But if your pressure is high transiently, chances are when you return
at some point for rechecks, your pressures will be normal. If it is always
high, we have to talk. Unless, of
course, it was transiently elevated
because of your cocaine, ephedra, or
steroid use... then we also have to
talk. Depending on the range of pressures, follow-up varies.
•vi

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED

Continued from Page 5

For local casting calls
No experience or age required

not compost-friendly.
Just think of all the food waste that
Colby students produce that we can save
from landfills through our college's awesome composting efforts. It is a great step
in the right direction for making our campus more environmentall y conscious.
Let's keep up the decomposing food fun.

EARN UP TO $200 A DAY
1-888-820-0167
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BASSET!:Students
gelthelastword
Continued from Page 5

Guitars & Amp* by:
Gtetsch lbanez Martin
Ovation Pcavcy Yamaha

Pumbs & Keyboards by;
Yamaha Roland Kurzvvcil
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7. - "When his IQ reaches 50, he
should sell." Singularly apt for the
econ. prof 1 who has just told you on
your last exam that you 've been
working with glue too much.
8. "If you see two people talking,
and one looks bored, she's the other
one." Hey, Colby professors are never
boring. At least I never was. Was I?
9. "If you stand close enough to him,
you can hear the ocean." Lord, I always
thought it was just the pipes in Lovejoy.
10. "The wheel is turning, but the
hamster 's dead:" Again, best for biologists, but we've all endured one of
these, whatever the discipline. Or
interdiscipline. Or chaos theory.
How about just one more to make
an even eleven?
11. "It's hard to believe that he beat
out .1,000,000 other sperm." That 's
reall y sexist, isn 't it?
So go ahead and write one of these
fearfully intelligent statements of fact
in the box after Question #8 on your
course .evaluation. Your professor
won 't appreciate it much, but the
Committee on Promotion and Tenure
(Who reads all evaluations at Colby)
might die laughing. Having served on
that body in (he past for 11 years
myself, I'd have appreciated dying
once in a while.

Y

Sheet music and aca'ssoricsfar every musician

99 Main St., Waterville,ME {207) 872-5622
atcorey@dlalmaine.com
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EAT
TAKE>N OR

OUT
MON - FRI

SATURDAY

98 COLLEGE AVE. WATERVILLE, ME

861-8895

Directions: Take Mayflower Hill Drive toward Maine (Jeneral. Take left
onto Eustis Dr. to li£ht. Go straight through light and keep stra ight until
College Ave. Take left and Pad Thai is appro* 1/8mi on left.
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what to do, fear not my friend, Bro
gives values to you." I realized that
Bro was dodging all of my questions.
He was feeding me hollow, automated
answers and as I reached up slowly to
touch his face I realized that this was
no ordinary college president, it was a

BROBOT! Bro had been replaced by
an animatfonic spectacle the likes of
which hadn't been seen since Teddy
Ruxpin ruled the 48 big ones, while
Alaska and Hawaii were busy being
stupidly cold and island-like.
Certainly, now, my quest would be
in vain. My president was a Brobot,
sending his commandments down the
hill in vintage-hip Moses fashion,
decreeing the right way to live, programmed by some unspecified higher
intellect. His encoding was such that
he could not register constructive student criticisms, but only work superefficienfly to solve social dilemmas
by any means possible. I realized
Brobot must have been the architect
of that shifty smoking policy change
over the summer. Would this summer
bring about the hard alcohol and
drinking game restrictions that many
talked about?
Perhaps the Brobot is only so bitter about alcohol consumption ,
because it rusts his insides. Maybe
further suppressing drinking on campus is only a Brobotic strategy to
alleviate the need for any health center Whatsoever, freeing up valuable
economic resources for heightened
security patrols on the spiraling-outof-.the control party zone that is
Colby College.
Perhaps, though, it is merely the
Brobot 's androidal lack of emotion
that compels him to further restrict
students' campus social outlets.
Well, I suppose that the Brobot may
have calculated that Waterville 's
bustling urban nightlife should make
up for increasing decrees of dullness
on campus, but that position remains
undisclosed. When the school president is neither an engager of twoway conversation nor waterproof,
certain problems develop. This
Brobot needed to be watched very
carefully, I thought...
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this week
THURSDAY,OCT. 30
I • Boylan/BassettHHalloween
Reading
I
7 p.m.
LorimerChapel
• SGA Film: Pirates of the
Caribbean
9:30 p.m.
Arey 005

[
\
j
|
!

FRIDAY, OCT, 31
• International Coffee Hour
4:30 - 6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• SGA Film: Pirates of the
Carribean
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005 .
• The Rocky Horror Picture
Show
10 p.m.
Keyes 105

SATURDAY,NOV.1
• SGA Film: Pirates of the
I
Carribean
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005
• Colby Symphony Orchestra
7:30 p.m
Lorimer Chapel
• Colby Idol
I0p,m,
Page Commons Room

Shenandoah Shakespeare Express set to appear in Strider Theater
and Juliet," Romeo consulted an
audience member for love advice
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
during the famous balcony scene.
The company takes a minimalist
On November 5, 6 and 7, the attitude toward scenery as well. The
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express scenery is basic—a few cubes, and a
(SSE) will be performing in Colby's backdrop. In SSE's performances,
Strider Theater. This will not be the there are no major scenery shifts, and
company's first visit to Colby—the no stage crew. The changes are quick,
College was part of their "Blush and and sharp, giving the whole show a
Swoon" tour in the fall of 2001, a quick rhythm. Because of their mintour which included productions of imal sets and scenery, SSE can actu"Romeo and Juliet" and "As You ally perform "Romeo and Juliet" in
Like It." On this visit, the troupe will the promised "two hours' traffic of
perform three different shows as part our stage."
SSE also tries to cast the shows in
of their "Excellent Motion Tour." On
Wednesday night, the group will pre- keeping with Shakespearean tradisent Oscar Wilde's "The Importance tion. Although Shakespeare's casts
of Being Earnest," followed by per- would have been entirely male, with
formances of Shakespeare's "Henry young boys playing women's roles,
IV, Part I" and "Two Gentleman of SSE maintains a cast of both males
Verona" - on Thursday and Friday and females. They do, however,
occasionally cast men as women and
nights, respectively,
:' The acting troupe's aim is to per- woman as men.
SSE's choice in costuming may
form Shakespeare's plays as they
seem
bizarre oh first glance, but is
would have originally been performed at Shakespeare's Globe actually neatly tied to Shakespeare's
Theater in London. In their shows in original productions. The company
2001, the company requested a fall website explains, "Renaissance coswash of lighting over the stage, and tumes were evidently sumptuous.
asked that the house lights be left on They were also evidently contempoduring their performances. This way rary." In other words, "Julius Caesar"
the actors and the audience could was not performed in togas.
interact and the audience could Following this precedent, SSE actors
become part of the show. During "As wear modern clothing with elements
You Like It," Stridor 's audience designed to distinguish character,
became a forest, and during "Romeo rank, and role. When cross-dressing
By KAREN PRAGER
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in the performance of "As You^Like
It" at Colby, the actress who played
Rosalind wore a jacket and tie rather
than a traditional men's Renaissance
period costume.
SSE has received positive reviews
from newspapers all across America.
The Boston Globe's Louise Kennedy

wrote, "Stripped of frippery and
frilly accents, but also unencumbered
by distracting 'modernizing' conceits—Hamlet in a helicopter!
Macbeth on wheels!—Shenandoah's
Shakespeare is, simply, fresh, fine
theater. Its combination of intelligence, spirit and sheer kinetic energy

. ' ' . A&E EDITOR

his inner exile was "music of idealistic, political and spiritual commitment." Silver said that Hartmann
described his own work as "experimental /works of art with a message."
Silver said that in his composiHartmann
deliberately
tions,
employed many themes and styles

In a time when many German citizens acquiesced to the Nazi regime,
Karl Amadeus Hartmann sacrificed
his musical career in protest.
Dr. Phillip Silver, professor of performing arts at the University of
Maine in Orono, highlighted the life
of this extraordinary composer last
week in Given Auditorium and performed one of Hartmann's piano
sonatas. The lecture, entitled "Inner
Exile and Aesthetic Opposition: Karl
Amadeus Hartmann and the Artistic
Commitment to Humanity," was cosponsored by the departments of
music and Jewish studies.
Silver said that although Hartmann
is relatively unknown in the music
world today, he is nevertheless "one
of the finest composers of the twentieth century." Born in Bavaria to an
family, that the Nazi regime forbid, such as
intellectual, left-wing
Hartmann was neither Jewish nor a jazz, traditional Jewish melodies and
Communist. However, when the Kazi Communist songs. "Whatever was
party came to power in Germany, forbidden became his seed for
Hartmann showed his dissent by sac- growth," Silver said.
When the lecture ended, Silver
rificing what Silver said was an
graced
his appreciative audience with
extremely promising musical career.
"He refused to permit any composi- a performance of Hartmann 's bettertions of his to be performed in any known and more moving composicountry under German domination," tions, his Piano Sonata No. 2, "27
April 1945." Before performing,
Silver said.
Silver called Hartmann s private Silver educated (he audience on the
rebellion "an internal immigration" history of the piece, which provides
and said that the music Hartmann a striking example of how influencontinued to secretly compose during tial the pli ght of the Nazi victims

Both Silver's performance and
the composition
itself made clear
the pain and suffering that
inspired the
piano sonata in
the first place.

was on Hartmann.
Hartmann composed the sonata
while staying with his father-in-law
in the last days of the Third Reich,
Silver said. He wrote it after witnessing a death march of 10,000 prisoners
from Dachau concentration camp
march past the family's house in
Germany. Silver said that Hartmann
wrote of the experience, "Endless
was the queue, endless was the misery, endless was the heartbreak."
"This is difficult 'music to listen
to," Hartmann warned the audience.
"It requires a great deal of blood and
sweat from a performer."
Silver then played two movements
of the sonata for the audience. His
performance gave evidence to the
fact that he is not only an intelligent
scholar but also an accomplished
musician. Both Silver 's performance
and the composition itself made clear
the pain and suffering that inspired
the sonata in the first place. Silver's
playing was nothing short of impassioned, reflecting the strong emotions
of the music, which was violent and
turbulent, full of dissonance and conflicting notes and chords.
Silver 's lecture and performance
did an excellent job bringing out the
raw emotion of the struggle for artistic freedom and creativity under
severe oppression. Silver summed up
both the sonata and Hartmann 's work
as a whole when he told his audience,
"It is not ingratiating upon the ears,
but then the subject matter is not
ingratiating upon experience."

Rare Russian seven-string guitarist
brings lively and unique music to Colby
By KAREN PRAGER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Oleg Timofeyev, a professor of music
from Moscow, Russia, graced Given
Auditorium with his Russian sevenstring guitar last Friday night. Timofeyev
visited Colby as part of his ongoing tour
of the East Coast, which also includes
performances at Wellesley, Wcsleyan
and Princeton.He is the only musician to
bring this rare Russian traditional instrument to the United States.
Before and during his perfonnance,
Timofeyev explained the significance of
the seven-string guitar. Unlike a sixstring guitar, the Russian seven-string
tunes to a major chord, similar to a
banjo. It is also significantly smaller
than a six-string guitar. Timofeyev said
that the seven-string guitar was used for
traditional music in Russia during the
19th century. The choice between the
seven-string and six-string guitars is

Maw set wofoe/ywe couir ectio

Oleg Timofeyev delights Cdvenwith his rare Russian seven-string guitar.
linked to a larger philosophical debate in
Russian history—the conflict between
those who wanted to associate Russia
with western Europe and those who
wanted to maintain an unique Russian

identity. The seven-string guitar is a
uniquely Russian instrument, which fell
by the wayside in exchange for the sixContinued on Page 7
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a series of p l a y son campus next week.
ShenandoahShakespeareExpresswill p e r f o r m

Prominent Maine p ianist spe aks
on little known German comp oser
By EMMA McCANDLESS
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is profoundly exciting. This is pure
Shakespeare, richly alive."
Shenandoah Shakespeare will be
on campus Nov. 5, 6, and 7 at 7 p.m
each evening. Tickets ($2 for students and senior citizens, $3 general
admission) are available from the
box office in Runnels Union.

Beer Review

Headless Horsemen and their
hearty Halloween ales
By BILL YOUNKER
STAFF WRITER

1

We were having some trouble getting motivated to
do this week's beer review; it was the.' week ' of
Halloween and we were busy stitching our ghost and
goblin costumes. But this week's panelists,,Jen Mojo
04, Laura Barrow 04, Jen
Santini '04 and Anne Olmsted
'04, provided us with some
inspiration. Their
Three
Stooges bottle opener asked,
"How 'bout a beer?" We could
only reply, "Certainly."
The first beer was Gritty's
Halloween Ale. Now, these
girls had had a hard day of 1
maintaining their Magna «
Cum Laude GPA's, so it was |
really not much of a surprise 1
when Barrow became a little 1
confused and asked, "Do I
they produce Halloween M
Beer only at Christmas?" ^fl
Olmsted got the girls
^^H
back on track by com- J^H
menting, "This doesn 't j ^^H
taste like pumpkin , I
^^^M
don 't like that ; but I do ^^H
like that ," as she j ^^H
. pointed
at
the jHBH
S h i p y a r d
|9|^fl
Pumpkinhend Ale.
j l ^ ^E
Was WJ^Ku.
Santini
intrigued by the fHgn
brew 's satisfy ing fla- |HK
vor and texture . "It's J^HI
moist," she said.
Bsffl
Once Barrow had Kggfflj
recovered from her ^^KS
earlier slip, she tried to j j ^ ^B
redeem herself , stat- i^^^ |
ing, "It's easy to drink , 'j ^^^|
I just don 't really like
j ^^^H
it. I menu, I could j ^ ^ ^H
drink one and it 'd be
^^^H
okay, or I could drink
^^^ |
five and then it would- ^|^|
n't really matter."
When prompted to be a little
more specific about why the panels didn 't like the
taste of Gritty 's Halloween Ale, Barrow sai d that she
felt the beer was too sour, Then , in a wild volley of
beer tasting vernacular, Olmsted finally characterized
the beer 's taste, saying that it was too bitter-sour.
Encouraged by their tasting aptitude , Olmsted challenged her fellow panelists to figure out what color
the Gritty 's was. Olmsted felt that it was "the color of
[Mojo 's] hair."
"What if people don't know the color of my hair?"
Mojo asked inquisitively.

"Just stop by Averill 201 and then you'll know the
color of Mojo 's hair," Santini said.
Next up was Shipyard 's Pumpkinhead Ale. We
already knew that Olmsted would be ecstatic, but her
elation exceeded our expectations. "I love it, I love it,
flove it!" she said.
It seemed that Mojo was getting hungry trom all her
studying as she felt the
Shipyard tasted like cook' ies.
Santini had yet to comment as she felt she needI ed more time to cleanse
1 her palette, but it seems
I that Mojo 's observation
¦
had influenced Santini' s
B perception. After the
H first sip, she chanted in
H a very compelling
H crescendo, "Ginger
H bread! Gingerbread!
^A G i n hungry
gerbread!"
^^L Apparently, Moj o
was not the only
^^^^
one.
Veteran
^^^^^
taster
^^^^A
beer
^^^^H
Danny
H^^^H Donovan '04
HH^^H interrupted the
|SH panel by stopHHH ping toin to say
hey the girls.
nffj^flfl
Donovan picked
HEB ^H up
a Shipyard ,
HSfl^H
pondered it for a
H^^^H moment
and
S^^^Hj
proH
B then
^Hl claimed ,
Hro^^B Budweiser
lunch in a can,
J^=jiij
is
3/ ujl[i§jS then this
in
dessert
u
botllSrSj ^l
make
Ifglfl^H tie." Knowing
H^^^H how to
a
^^^^^H memorable
^^^^^ 1Donovan
^^^^Hf an about
BBI^^^ and left the girls
with their jaws
dangling and their hearts and minds wishing for more.
Donovan had eloquently captured Shipyard's
essence in a sentence woven tighter than
Hemingway 's best, so it was time to decide which
beer better whetted our panelists ' taste buds. All but
Santini found the Shipyard to be better, largel y
because it actually tasted like pumpkin, whereas the
Gritty 's just disappointed. Santini, on the other hand,
found the Shipyard to be too sugary and therefore too
filling and overpowering.

^^^^

HH

Yof mg and old music lovers alike\
are dazzled by Guildl Trio in Given
which demonstrated the ensemble's
mastery of truly playing music and not
; : STAFF WRITER
just the notes on the page.
Takemitsu incorporates both the
Last. Sunday afternoon , the Guild genres of film scoring and jazz in
Trio performed a program of music "Between Tides," which was named
varying from the Romantic period for the time of day when the ocean is
through! to the late twentieth century
as part of the Music at Colby series.
The ensemble, which formed in 1988,
performs standard piano tno reperBy MICHAEL GREENBERG
;

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS
Liz Neumann '04

music should stand alone and not rely
on external sources. Thus, the second
version, fully illustrating Brahms'
finely wrought skill at expressive
melody and vibrant harmony, does not
include the earlier references to Clara
Schumann. The Guild Trio performed

By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&BEDITOR

¦; When it comes to Colby theater,
Liz Neumann '04 is one of the
stand-outs. A double major in theater and dance and English,
Neumann is also the co-president of
Colby Improv and the president of
Powder and Wig.
Neumann is a long-time member
of Colby Improv, having gotten
involved in the group in the spring

Whitehouse
asked the audience to forget
about linear
time and simply
let the colors
and textures of
the music wash
over them.
toire and newly commissioned works,
and features violinist Janet Orenstein,
cellist Brooks Whitehouse and pianist
and Adjunct Associate Professor of
Music Cheryl Tschanz. By the end of
the program, the Guild Trio had clearly dazzled and charmed its audience,
performing with striking unity, virtuosity, and musical maturity.
The concert began with Rebecca
Clarke's wonderful Piano Trio. Mr.
Whitehouse was the perfect
spokesperson for the Trio, sharing
both his knowledge of each piece,
often previewing certain components,
and an off-the-cuff humorous
demeanor. At one point he reassured
the audience that a special hands-free
musical scroll he used was "not a terrorist device."
Concluding the first half was Toru
Takemitsu's "Between Tides" (1993),
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NOAH BALASZ/THE COLBY ECHO

The, Guild Trio performed Sunday afternoon for a captive audience.

perfectly still. His music is often this final piece in the program with a
referred to as "liquid music," and conviction that showed a deep love
Whitehouse asked the audience to and admiration for the composer.
The audience, which included
temporarily forget about linear time
and instead simply let the colors and many young children on campus for_
textures of the music wash over them. the Halloween Extravaganza as well /
The Guild Trio finished the first half as Colby students, faculty and staffjx^
of the program with this work, bril- wanted to hear the Guild Trio one last liantly executing some of the best time before leaving. After much
music of the late twentieth century.
applause, the trio returned for an
The second half of the programf ea- encore of the Andante f rom a trio by
tured Johannes Brahms' Trio in B Clara Schumann, highly appropriate
Major , Op. 8, No. . 1. This is a compo- after the Brahms piece. Though sition that Brahms initially wrote early encores are not always commonplace
in his career, alluding to the music of in the Music at Colby series, the Guild
Clara Schumann. Later in life, Brahms Trio certainly deserved this one final
rewrote the piece, believing that chance to shine.

Neumann said
that one of her
favorite things
about [Powder
and Wig] is that
it is open to students who may .
have little or no
experience in
theater.
of her first year. She said it is one of
her favorite activities at "Colby.
"I'm always so happy to go to
rehearsal," Neumann said. "It's
where I go to let go of all the stress
of the week arid just be silly and
have fun."
As far as what goes on at Improv
rehearsals, Neumann said that it is
really more play than work. "To do
a really good job, you need to be
super comfortable with everybody," Neumann said , "So

rehearsal is really
just a time to play
games and goof off
with, each other."
Neumann added
that another such
bonding experience was Colby
Improv's attendance at the
Chicago improy
Festival in the
spring of her
sophomore year.
"It was really
impressive," she
said of the performances at the festi- . ' iBETH ANN SCHWWnZ/IHE COtBV ECHO
val. "There was Theater all-star Liz Neumann '04.
some longer stuff
that people did, not just the short involved in Powder and Wig's progames we do at Colby. It was cool duction of Sam Shepard's "Buried
to see some more complicated Child," in which sKe played 19improv that was really smart. It was year-old Shelley, a new type of role
really inspiring and a lot of fiin."
for her. "Usually I play men or old
Neumann is equally enthusiastic psycho ladies-really wacky roles,"
about her involvement as the presi- Neumann said. "It was really kind
dent of Powder and Wig. "I love of intimidating to play a 19-yearthat there's a strong student theater old." But, she says, "it was one of
group oh campus," she said. 'I've the best experiences I've had in a
seen so many strong quality student play. I'm really happy with the way
productions here. It's a very impor- it turned out."
tant part of what happens theatricalThis coming spring, Neumann
ly on campus."
will take on the role of director in
Neumann said that one of her Powder and Wig's production of
favorite things about the group is "Machinal" by Sophie Treadwell.
that it is open to non-theater majors She said she is looking forward to
and to students who may have little assembling a strong ensemble cast
or no experience in theater. "Some for that production.
of that fancy training can get in the
As far as post-Colby plans,
way of just being creative," she Neumann says she is hoping to go
said. "It's, so great to get people to New York City and perhaps
who don't have a clue and are just eventually attend graduate school
really excited about trying some- in directing. "I just really want to "be
thing new."
creatively involved," she said.
Neumann herself was recently "That's where my energy isi"

GULAG: RareRussianMtai compositionsbyPavlov-hnceevperformeda^^
Continued from Page 6
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Here's What's Playing Friday, Oct. 31
through Thursday, Nov. 6

string European instrument.
Timofeyev 's program consisted
entirely of music composed by PavlovAzancheev, who' spent ten years in a
Soviet prison camp, more commonly
known ' as a Gulag. Pavlov-Azancheev
was bom in Georgia and trained at the
Moscow Conservatory, No one knows
where he was during the Russian
Revolution and Civil War. Pavlov-

Azancheev reappears in history in 1941,
when he began his term in the Gulag. He
was released from prison in 1951, and
died in 1966.
Timofeyev began his performance
with two etudes, one an exercise for the
right hand and one for the left hand.
These two short pieces immediately
established Timofeyev as an authority,
and as a skilled musician. The etudes
helped the audience familiarize themselves with the instrument's sound,

which differs from a six-string guitar.
The concert continued with a very
engaging and lively piece entitled "The
Zulu Procession." The piece gave the
listener a clear image of an army marching. It began softly and then gradually
grew louder as the army "approached"
and faded away slowly as the procession
continued on its way. At its climax, the
guitar sounded like more than one
instrument. Timofeyev said later that
Pavlov-Azancheev's music has a "sym-

phonic sound...and therefore it's really
hell to play." However, Timofeyev
played this piece particularly well and
seemed to enjoy performing it.
Along with several short pieces,
Timofeyev also played two movements
of a sonata that Pavlov-Azanclieev's
composed in the Gulag. Timofeyev said
that the sonata had several hidden
themes that "only a Soviet person would
understand." He played the main themes
for the audience before he began, saying

that one sounded much like the code for
SOS, .while another was actually1 the
theme from a Soviet song.
Timofeyev expertly educated his audience and then played the sonata, breaking
in between movements for further explanations. The sonata came out of an era in
which composers wrote for the state, and
therefore their music was often sub-par.
This sonata, however, like the rest of
Pavlov-Azancheev's music, broke the
mold of the music of Soviet Russia.
ti

MYSTIC RIVER

Buy recycled.

<») 5:10, 7:45 Also Sslt/Sun 12:00, 2:35

SYLVIA

m 4:55,7:05,9:15 Except NO 9:15 Show on Fri.
Also Matinees Sat/Sun at 12:35, 2:45

CASA DE LOS BABYS
«o Nightly at 5:20 Also Sa^n^t 1:15

OXFORD

THE ANIMATION SHOW
7:15,9:15 Also Sat/Sun 3:15

THE EXORCIST
i«l Friday at 9:30 Only!

Dave's Barber Shop
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Surah Laurence College ut
Oxford oilers Militants (he
unparalleled opportunity
to work individually with
Oxford scholars in private
tutorials , the hallmark
of an Oxford education.
The SIX... Oxford prouratn
'
...
is a (till year visiting
student program through
WaJlu.n CO II CKO ol Oxford .
( ,)/>< •» to .nullified
undergraduates.

DAVE Sc BETTY BEGIN
47 Main St., Waterville, ME

\

NXo*>b«l)OodGiW a Bar

\

Students Save 10%
(food purchase only)

Monday Night Football
2 for 1 Buffalo Wings
/

, '

V.

A

K\

A classical conservatory tr ;tinin|>
program with a faculty comprised
of Britain 's most distinguished
actors and directors . We offer
Masters Classes, private tutorials
with faculty, weekly tri ps to
London srae'e productions, partici»
'* '
pat ion in staged pnxluctions and
'
\ ol. semester
r „
choice
or full
year
programs. The program is offered
in cooperation with the British
American Drama Academy.
Open to colkfit * juniors and
seniors in fioud academic standing .

Applchees
/ 249 Kennedy Memorial Drive
Wuterville , Maine 04901
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Professor Lloyd Llewellyn-Jones
Department of Classics and Ancient History Exeter University
will speak on

with Student ID
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the Sarah Lawrence difference discover it for yourself
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The Sarah Lawrence College
in Paris provides individually
crafted progra ms of .stud y
with total immersion in the
academic, artistic and social
life of Paris.
,-\, . . i> .. . •.». .
Open to students uim uvo or.
„,. ' ,. o)r college
. i/. , trench
L\. , a,
.
more y ears

O

(800) 873-4752 , slcawa^swrahlawrcncccdu or visit us at WWW.sarahlawrence.edu/cp 10.
f inancial Aid is available for all progr ams

Tues.-Fi i 7:30 am - f> pm
Saturday 7:30 am - noon
Closed Sunday & Monday

The Sarah Lawrence College
in Morence located in it
I 5th-ccntury p.ila-zo in tinheart of this Renaissance city,
otters student- - the opportunity
to exp lore Florence , its peop le
, and culture through study in
'y
' • •
<~ the Arts and Humanities and
by sharing in tjie lives ot
Florentine families.
uh>
( -)/v|| (<|
m> .
^^
¦
new u> the language or
who speak Italian.

*

Information: Office of International Programs, 1 Mead Way, Bronxvillc, NY 10708-5999

873-1010
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"Body Language of the Gross-Dressed Actor in Classical Greek and Japanese Theatre"

.

C u r b s i d e To-Go H o t l i n e : 872-6702
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Gross country take s silver and bronze,
while Brown snags Maine state title
men for about half
By JOHN DeBRUICKER
of the race.
STAFF WRITER
"I think our
Colby's own cross country tri-captain three, four and five
Nat Brown '04 is the collegiate champi- guys can stay with
on of the state of Maine, as he helped the the Bates ninners
men's cross country team take second and it's only a matplace behind Bates College in the team ter of time before .
standings at the University of Maine's Jeff, Peyton and
Twin Brook course Oct. 18. The Fred have a breakrace,"
women's team also performed well, tak- through
ing third in the state on the feet of Reinauer added.
Jessica Minty '06 and K.arina McElyea continues
to recover well
Johnson'05.
Colby's men had some unforgettable from his hamstring
individual performances/Brown covered injury, corning in
the eight-kilometer course in 26:50.1, 21 in the pack of
earning the state title by a margin of over^ 102 finishers,while
PHOTO COURTESY OF STEWART TURNER
fifteen seconds. Tri-Captain Eric Reinauer Alden and Bailey
Brown digs Dirt thef inal meters at the State of Maine,
took 12 and 18,.
'04 followed in third place.
"The two seniors carried the day," r<*cr,£»rtivf Iv '
The women's team tightened up the top seven runners during ECACs
Head Coach Todd Coffin said. Brown
and Reinauer ran with Bates lead men, margin between their frontrunners and [Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference],
riding their shoulders and keeping their their middle group enough to secure third into which she will confidently enter her
pace for the first two and a half miles. place behind Bowdoin and Bates. eighth through fourteenth runners. At the
Brown felt comfortable with the clip, and Johnson and Minty ran shoulder-to- state tournament, all 19 runners finished
seeing no one to challenge him, cut loose shoulder until 300 meters to the finish in the top 50 of 87. Aitken boasts about
and cruised to the finish line. Reinauer line, at which point Minty 's quicker foot the depth of the program, and feels that
ran a more conservative race, hanging speed carried her downhill to the line the top seven heed the break in this point
back with Bates, leaving his energy for five seconds ahead of Johnson. They in their training.
Looking forward to the New England
the last stretch in which he pulled away tied up. the three and four spots in the
state.
Tri-Captain
Elizabeth
Turnbull
'04
Small
College Athletic race, Aitken
pack.
from the other runners in the lead
Coffin was pleased by the overall was Colby's fifth harrier on the day, as hopes to finish in the top eight of eleven
result of the race. The team had seen the Allison Cogbill '07 struggled through a teams, particularly setting her sights
course before on Sept. 27, and six out of twisted knee she suffered early on in the again on Bates. .Coffin 's men continue to
the top seven runners either improved or race. Cogbill did finish, however, and gain on Bates, this time only six points
kept within 20 seconds of their previous does not expect to miss much time in behind, cutting the Bobcats' lead in half.
ctimes in the slower, wetter conditions. workouts. Turnbull placed 19 overall The Mules are eying the fourth spot in
The middle pack of Jeff Alden '07, Fred and helped close the gap with which the New England, which would give them a
berth in (he N.C.A.A. tournament.
Bailey '07 and Peyton McElyea '05 ran team has been concerned.
"
Head Coach Deb Aitken will rest her
solid races and kept up with Bates' lead

Field hockey f allsto rival Bowdoin
By AMY CRONIN
STAFF WRITER

After a tumultuous few weeks, the
Colby field hockey team stands in the
middle of the New England Small
College Athletic Conference af fifth
place going into the final weekend of
regular-season play. After a decisive
win af Connecticut College Oct. 18 followed by a loss of the same magnitude
at Bowdoin College Oct. 25, the Colby
squad has a record of 8-5 overall (4-4
NESCAC).
Over fall break, the Mules crushed
the Camels 5-0. Defender Lauren Smith
'05 scored the only goal of the first Iialf
off an assist from Kim Betz '04. After
halftime, Colby really turned up the
offense and scored four more goals to
seal the victory.
Ironically defender Melissa Mullen
'05 was an offensive star for the day,
scoring two goals, both assisted by midfielder Michaelyn Bortolotti '05. Wendy
Bonner '05 scored on an assist from
Kelly Welch '04 and first year Chrissy
Moloney '07 netted her first collegiate
goal on a pass from Co-Captain Brittney
Lazar '04 to round out the scoring.
Goaltender Molly Rice '07 made ten
saves in the shutout
Colby played with finesse at
Connecticut and it was evident from
the sidelines that the Mules were
completely in synch with one another. "The game against Conn, was the
best I've seen [Colby field hockey]
play this season. We played around
them, using a lot of give-and-go
passes to bring the ball up the field
and back passes to switch fields

effectively. The game was a true dis- the turf at their nval s home field. "It is
play of all the tactics we've worked hard to go into a big game like Bowdoin
on improving over the entire sea- with only one day of practice on actual
turf under our belt. Bowdoin was defison," Co-Captain Injoo Han said.
The outcome this past Saturday was nitely able to capitalize on this disadnot as positive for Colby, however.The vantage,"Han said.
While Colby is guaranteed a postseaMules went into the game looking to
repeat last year's upset of a top-ranked son spot, this Saturday's match-tip
Bowdoin squad and hold onto the CBB against Tufts University will help detertide, but the location of the game played mine whom the Mules will play in their
a role in the outcomein 2003.
The Polar Bears scored early in the
game to go ahead 1-0 where tlra score
would remain until the second] half.
Bowdoin scored their second goal with
roughly 21 minutes remaining in the
game, and Colby cut the deficit in half
only a minute later with a goal by
Adrienne LeClair '05. The goal was
assisted by Bortolotti and was
LeClair's third of the season. However,
Bowdoin turned up the intensity for the
remainder of the contest, netting two
additional goals in the last 15 minutes
to seal a 4-1 victory:
The Mules only managed four shots
on net during the game as opposed to
the 18 shots that Bowdoin fired at goaltender Jess Laniewski '07. Colby was
also only able to earn three penalty corners versus the nine corner opportuniv
Injoo Han '04
ties for Bowdoin.
Co-Captain
The Polar Bears are in second place
in the NESCAC, and have been a consistent offensive power all season. They first playoff game. The postseason
tied their school's record for goals in a begins this Sunday arid as a result, Colby
season by reaching 42 during the game will be on the road following Saturday's
on Saturday, indicating that this year's home game versus the Jumbos. A trip to
squad will most likely break the record Amherst seems likely, but any upsets
in their final game this weekend.
on Saturday could change the playoff
In addition to Bowdoin's strong brackets drastically.
offense, Colby had a difficult time on

It is hard to go
into a big game
like Bowdoin
with only one
day of practice
on actual turf
under our belt.
Bowdoin was
able to capital-^—
ize on this disadvantage.

Sports nutrition: diet and perf ormance f orum
By MEAGHAIM SHEA

¦
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Colby Students
|vf , Vote

Kellenberger
for Mayor

Continued from Page 10

Control Spending
Clean & Maintained
Roads
Quality Education

The son of the late Dr. Richard
and Dr. Marg aret Kellenberger,
professors at Colby College
VOTE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
AT THK AMERICAN LEGION HALL

With proper ID you can register at the polls the
same day as the election
Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Elect Keilenher^er,
Fred ISiennana , treasurer, 14 (iUnui/i Street, Waterville. Mli 04901

said that the athlete needs to refuel at
least every two to three hours. Plenty of
water is also essential. Christie suggested 16 to 24 eight-ounce glasses per day.
When working out, sports drinks are

It's an approach
to the athlete
and all active v
people that
emphasizes prevention and safe
improvement of
performance.
Dr. Donald M. Christie Jr.
MD.FACR FACSM

preferable because they replenish sodium and potassium, as well as providing
some calories for fuel.
Another point raised by Christie, particularly relevant to the college athlete,
involved the negative effects of drinking alcohol. "Alcohol is a non-anabolic
substance, and therefore counters the
anabolic affect produced by training
and supported by nutrition," Christie

said. Whether in terms of strength or
endurance, one night of binge drinking
counters roughly your last 14 days of
training. In addition, alcohol affects
sleep negatively as well, which is when
your body recovers and rebuilds the
most. It is during the REM [rapid eye
movement] cycles that growth hormones
are produced, and alcohol-induced sleep
disrupts these cycles,thus inhibiting the
production of the growth hormones.
When asked how the college athlete
should deal with such effects if unwilling
to give up alcohol, Christie suggested
moderation.
Christie said that the most important
factor for the performing athlete,
whether it be in terms of food, alcohol, or
sleep, is to get on a schedule. "The bottom line is to plan ahead," he advised.
Christie is a graduate of the
University of Rochester School of
Medicine and trained in internal medicine at the University of Iowa. He was
bom in Lewiston, Me. and returned to
his hometown in 1999 to practice
internal medicine and sports medicine
at the Community Clinical Services.
He has been practicing f or thirty years
and recently began performance testing several of central Maine 's elite
young athletes.

VBALL: Finalregularseasongamesthisweekend CREW: Dedicatednewboat Jean's Grace

Democrat

Thank you for your support ,
Charlie Kellenberger

Sports medicine'specialist and internal medicine consultant Dr. Donald M.
Christie, 'Jr., MD, FACP, FACSM traveled to Colby to hold a forum, sponsored by the Health Center and the
Athletic Department, with the members of many ¦varsity athletic teams,
coaches and captains about proper
nutrition for athletes Oct, 27.
Christie regards his specialty as
involving a lot more than simply the
treatment of sports-related injuries.
"It 's an approach to the athlete and to
all active people that emphasizes prevention and safe improvement of performance," Christie said. "The sports
physician is able to evaluate and
advise patients about nutrition for
growth and development and for max-1
imi/ine performance --"
One' of the main topics of the forum
was the effects of proper diet on performance, "For athletes, diet is as important as training, " he said. Christie
stressed that whether in training or in
season, the average athlete needs a minimum of roughly 2,500 calorics a day.
Contrary to many low-carbohydrate,
hi gh protein diets that are currently
gaining attention, such as the Atkins
diet, only about 40O to 500 of these

calories should come from protein.
Carbohydrates and fats are the molecules
that fuel your body when you perform,
whereas protein is used primarily for
building and repairing the muscles. Very
little excess protein can be stored. Rather,
a small amount is converted to either
sugar or fat, and the majority of it simply
getspassed as urea.
Christie said young female athletes
who repjace carbohydrates with proteins for the purpose of weight maintenance or weight loss are hurting their
performance. Supplements, any extra
protein supplement taken to enhance
performance, are therefore useless.
Supplements should only be taken
when one is unable to obtain the daily
protein requirement from food.
Christie also stressed the dangers of
diets that are too low in calories. He
says that such restrictions generally
cause deficiencies of essential vitamins
and minerals. In order to calculate the
daily caloric requirement for the serious, hard-training athlete, multiply
body weight in pounds by twenty. And
as far as how often the average athlete
should eat, Christie commented, "In my
observations', the elite athletes are constantly eating." He recommended eating three meals a day, with two to four
snacks in between. He also emphasized
the importance of eating breakfast, and

I

ber-lwo> team in New England ,
Springfield College, and lost 1-3 (2130, 30-23, 20-30, 30-32). Adams and
Caitlin Cleaver '06 were strong up
front with 14 kills each. Johanna
Schmeder '04 and Captain Alyssa
Henley '04 tallied 11 and 10 respectively , "Our middle** were awesome,"
I'arenl said. "Hetween our three middles, wc had zero errors and 32 kills. "
Cleaver added live service aces while
Adams put in three. Cleaver rounded
out her strong showing with the most
di gs nt 23. Kim I'rescott '04 followed
with ,17 and Henley added 13.
"At t imes, we weft"very good nnd yet
at oilier times , wc looked like adillcrent
team ," Parent added "In the middle of
llie games, we tended to give them four
to live points in a row every time.
Spring field was aggressive and jumpserving, but really, that was not llie reason lor the runs we were giving up."
Again , Colby volleyball did not let
a loss get in their way, as (lie Mules
came back to win (he next game 3-1
(30-2R , 30-IK , 26-30, 30-23) over
host Smith, l lenlcy was llie major
force in the iimteli with 19 kills;
('leaver was not far behind with 15.
I'rescott added 61 ussists to her towering lotal , and .Rndclifle was lough in
llie buck with 22 (Jigs. Henley WHS all
over the court , adding 15 digs to a

team total of 85.
Parent explained, "Smith was a very
small and scrappy defensiveteam. Our
offense came out flat, but tiien caught
fire . We hit .413, anything for a team
over .300 is good, and took advantage
of them in the middle."
After defeating Smith, the Mules
again bumped heads with Bates in the
tournament semifinals. However, Uic
Bobcats have Colby's number this
season, defeating the Mules 3-1 (3026, 30-22, 27-30, 30-19). "It took us
awhile to start to mix up our offense
and adjust our swings, we were blocked
six times in the first game alone ,"
Parent said. "It was also die first team
all weekend to double block our middles, We were not mentally tough,
which surprised me, and let this affect
nil aspects of our game. We did not give
up (hough and catme out and played
hard in llie third game, but in the fourth
game we could do nothing right.
' "Volleyball is such a game of
momentum and it is so Ihislialiiuj
when you cannot find n way to rejpP
•*
that momentum," Parent added.
The Mules will take on Amherst
College and 'I\iu\sCollege (his weekend in their final two conference
games before heading to the NESCAC
tournament Nov. 7 and 8.

Continued from Page 10

attacks. According to O'Neill ,
Peterson was an avid supporter of (he
team, "and the women felt strongly
about honoring that commitment. "
Five months ago the team won the
N.C.A.A. title in very same boat.
The women added victory to the
occasion by winning the 2.5-mile
race in 15:19. Bates followed in second at 16:02 and Bowdoin pulled up
the rear at 16:1 7.
"We went off the line really aggressively, at about a stroke rating of 36,
which is pretty high, and passed Bates
within the first 700 meters or so,"
O'Neill said. "Bccca Reisman ['06],
steered a really ti ght turn around the
island and a perfect shot 1o the finishing line. After we passed Kales, it was
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just a matter of charging down the
course as quickly as possible. The
water was a bit rougher near the finish
but overall not too bad. It was a nice
way to finish in the first race as
'Jean 's Grace.'"
The men finished in second with a
time of 14:01, just four seconds behind
Dates. Bowdoin was last at 14:26.
"[During the fall season] I think
the women 's team discovered more
strengths than weaknesses. Wc have
more depth this year than we have
ever had , which is a-tremendous
advantage. Technically and physiologically, we can improve and gain
speed, but we are definitel y headed in
llie right direction. It should be another exciting spring."
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Women 's soccerp ummels UNE{ comes up
shortagainst &
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women's soccer team
(6-5-1) headed into last weekend
against archrivals the Bowdoin
College Polar Bears (11-2-0) after a
resolute 6-1 win Oct. 23 against the
University of New England. Among
the goal scorers for the Mules were
Laura Williamson '07, Liz Morbeck
*07 and Kaitlin Herlihy '06.
The strong rivalry between
Bowdoin and Colby, as well as points
needed to get into postseason, played
a role in the weekend's match up. The
Polar Bears were the stronger team
going into this game as they are
presently tied for first place in the
New England Small College Athletic
C6nference with the Bates College
Bobcats. However, this season has
seen' many surprises from the Mules
as they have proven their talent in
clutch situations, for example against
Bates College Sept. 13 when the
Mules fought the Bobcats through
two overtimes.
No game this season was as
stressful as the Oct. 25 game
against the Polar Bears. At first it
seemed as though Bowdoin had the
easy win over the Mules, as they
came out by scoring a total of three
goals within the first 29 minutes of

Co-Devastators of the Week

play. However, as
they have proved
in the past, Colby
women's soccer
did not give up
without a fight.At
the end of the half
Mules
the
offense, lead by
Christina Andaya
'05, picked up the
pace and began to
strike
back.
Andaya scored
Colby's first goal
off of a pass f rom
Wi l l i a m s o n .
Williamson was a
key player in the
Mules' offense for
the past few
weeks as she has
had at least a goal
or assist on eight
of the Mules last
¦ ¦
. ,,
ECHO RLE PHOTO
. ¦. .
11 goals, includ- Bowdoin dashed the playoff hopes of the women's socter team in their 3-2 victory Saturday.
ing her goal and
assist in last weekend's game against her big goal to close the gap to a and made a combined total of seven
score of 2-3.
saves to keep the Mules competitive.
the Polar Bears.
.
Even with their new intensity the "With everyone returning next year,
Down by two goals and the level
of intensity rising, Coach Jen Mules could not get the ball in net as the team feels really enthusiastic
Holsten called the Mules into a hud- the game would end_with a 2-3 loss about finishing the season strong and
dle and urged them to give this game for Colby. Goaltenders Liza Benson getting excited for next year," Coach
100 percent. At 77:12, Williamson '07 and Tri-Captain Elizabeth Riley Jen Holsten said.
came through for Colby again with '05 each played for half of the game

:
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JohnGoss'06andNat Brown'04

Colby football kicker, Goss, was recognized this week as the National
Weekly Football Gazette NCAA Division HI taxational Special Teams
Player of the Week. Goss set a Colby and NESCAC record for most fieldgoals in a game with four against Hamilton Oct. 18, as well as the most
fieldgoals in a season with eight. This season he has also set the Colby
record for the longest fieldgoal with a 49-yard kick at Middlebury Sept • 27.
Cross country tri-captain Brown, has led the Colby men's squad for the
last three years, qualifying for the nationals all three years so far and looks
to be in position for another qualifying season; Last weekend, Brown took
first place in the State of Maine Championships.

Mules su ffer tough loss to Bowdoin; post- Pass the Cristal, it 's not about whine
season depends on results against Tufts <
By NAT BROWN
STAFF WRITER "

The Colby men's soccer team's playoff hopes were almost dashed after facing Bowdoin College Oct. 25. The
Mules played the Connecticut College
Camels to a 0-0 tie Oct. 18. Three days
later Colby defeated St. Joseph's
College, 4-2, continuing their non-conference domination. However, Colby
lost to the Bowdoin College Polar Bears
1-2, to push the Mules to the brink of
playoff elimination;
Facing must-win games against New
England Small College Athletic
Conference foes, Colby squared off
against Conn, College (4-7-2 Overall,
2-5-1 NESCAC), who is also battling
for a postseason position. Even though
a win was crucial to both teams, neither
one was able to capitalize on any scoring chances. During the game it
appeared Colby had taken the lead, but
the goal was disallowed due to a handball violation.
Goalkeeper Brian Davidson '05 had
five saves in net for his third shutout of
the season. Conn. College outshot
Colby 7-6, but in the end the score
remained 0-0.
"The Conn . College game was
tough, we had our chances and even
had a goal called back. It was.a hardfought game that we would liked to
have seen a better result from," Captain
Ryan Boccuzzi '05 said.
The Mules regrouped and kept their
non-conference winning streak alive by
beating St. Josephs, 4-2. Both teams
came out scoring, and the end of the
half saw each team tied at two goals
apiece. Boccuzzi scored the game winning goal just six minutes into the second half, and the Mules added an
insurance goal to end the game 4-2. The

win was the 11-straight non-conference
win for the Mules.
The tie with Conn. College made the
match up against Bowdoin (10-1-2
Overall, 5-1-2 NESCAC, 12 in nation)
even more important. However, it was
Bowdoin who struck first, thanks to a
penalty shot by Tom Bresnehan '05 in

It's good to go
into the last
game with
something to
play for.
Hopefully we'll
be getting on a
bus on Sunday.
Mark Serdjenian
Head Coach

the 25 minute. The half ended with
Bowdoin up 1-0.
In the second half, Colby battled
back, thanks to a goal by Chris
MacFayden '07. Daniel ICiernan '07
collected a throw-in and made a nice
pass to MacFayden, who put the ball
into the net to tie the game in the 53
minute. Any momentum Colby gained
from that goal ended quickly, however,
as Bowdoin scored the eventual gamewinning goal less then two minutes
later. Bresnehan again did the honors,
scoring from the left side of the box to
put the Polar Bears up 2-1. Colby was
unable to score again.
Despite the tough loss, spirits
remained high for Colby. "The
Bowdoin game was some of (he best

soccer we have played as a team in a
long time. They have a very solid
defense. Despite this we were able to
create opportunities for ourselves in the
second half. Even through the last
minute of the game we had a chance
that came within inches of getting a
goal to tie it up," Boccuzzi said.
"Watching the game, it washard to tell
who was ranked 12 in the country and
who was 6-4-2 coming in. We played
really well and fought hard for the full 90
minutes. It was a fast-paced, back-andforth game right up until the end. To have
a chancein the NESCAC, we need to
play this well for the full 90 minutes, "
Coach Mark Serdj enian said.
The loss drops the Mules to ninth in the
NESCAC, their lowest inking of the season. They can still qualify for postseason
play,but they will need some outside help
to do it. Currently Trinity and Conn.
College are tied for seventh, the last playoff spot. A Colby win, coupled with both
Trinity and Conn. College losses, would
give the Mules seventh place. Trinity
faces off against Amherst College (third
in NESCAC), while Conn. College faces
off against Middlebury College (fourth in
NESCAC), two very tough teams to beat
Colby, meanwhile, plays with their season on the line against Tufts University
(5-5-2 overall, 3-4-1 NESCAC) at home
Nov. 1 at 11 a.m.
"It's good to go into the last game
with something to play for. If the stars
are aligned, hopefully we'll be getting
on a bus on Sunday," Serdjenian said.
"We know that we have to do our part
first and win the game, then we will hope
lor the best and see if we make it into
postseason play. It should be a great
game, wc are playing some of our better soccer right now and will be fired up
for Saturday," Boccuzzi said.

EATTHE SPREAD
By Cliff White

The number one thing that pisses
me off about sports is whining, bar
none. From I-play to the National
Football League, from Little League
Baseball to adult-league volleyball,
people who complain about sports
make everything less fun. In fact,
they 're probabl y my second-least
favorite kind of person, right behind
skiers who wear tight black stretch
pants tucked into white rental boots
and fake fur-lined parkas (it's such
an '80s image that they 're try ing to
present of fake wealth and glitzy
glamour; I really hate them). But
back to whiners: just like zits on the
butts of gorillas , they're everywhere.
On Sunday NFL Countdown on
ESPN , within 10 minutes both
Warren Sapp and Keyshawn Johnson
shot their mouths off at how they are
being put down by the "Man." Now
this show is never far from contro-

versy, with the whole controversy
surrounding the racially sensitive
comments made by former host, the
ultimate complainer, Rush Limbaugh
(who, in an ironic twist, checked
himself into rehab for addiction to
painkillers after years of preaching
his intolerance towards drug addicts
on national radio). But it seems like
everyone out there trying to make a
name for himself is just the most egodriven , self-important, pig-headed
balloon of hot air. : . . ' . . ' . . '
Sapp called NFL Commissioner
Paul Tagliabue a "slave driver" and
complained that he can't market
himself because he's not allowed to
take off his helmet while on trie field
of play.
Apparently, Tagliabue is not the
only one with a "white-man-puttingthe-black-man" down conspiracy
theory. Keyshawn (what 's new?)
wants the ball. Again. He feels that
the Buccaneers are 3-3 so far this
season because they're not throwing
to him enough. And he feels that it 's
all one man 's fault: Jon Gruden, the
Bucs ' head coach. True, Gruden calls
the plays, but do you think that he
would write it into his game plan not
to throw to his number-one receiver?
That makes about as much sense as
taking a leak on an electric fence.
The world is full of mani pulators

and sly operators, and I'll admit, I'm
sometimes guilty of it myself. Along
with the desire to come out on top
often comes the assumption of a
position of total guiltlessness and
incorruptibility. It's easy to blame
your mistakes on someone else, and
save yourself the ego-bruise of medi-:
ocrity, but I think it gets away from
the pure essence of sports, and for
that matter, of life. If you're on the
field thinking about marketability or
popularity, you 're playing for the
wrong reasons. Sports are not kneeling down before the half when you're.
down by 10, or the neutral zone trap.
Sports are not about race or religion,
showboating or dbgging it. Sports are
not about the thoughts or comments
of any Rush Limbaugh, Warren Sapp
or Keyshawn Johnson that talks like
an idiot so he can see himself on the
10 p.m. "Sportscenter."
Sports are all about going for it on
fourth down with six minutes left. The
essence of sports is Josh Beckett pitching a complete-game shutout to win
the World Series for the Marlins, and
my 16 year-old brother crying after the
Yankees lost. It's about adrenaline,
split-second decision-making, complete effort, style, grace, modesty, attitude, heart, focus'' and hunger. It's
about champagne. Not about whine.
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Enjoy Our Authentic Mexican Cooking
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College Night Every Wednesday for September & October, show ID and
get two entrees the 2nd half price
Also enter to win a free t-shirt & complementary meal .'(not including alcohol)
Sun-Mon 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
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COOT needs YOU!

Applications are now available in the Office of Student Activities for the 2004 COOT2 Coordinator and
the COOT2 Assistant. These are paid positions and are essential to the success of the COOT2 program.
The COOT2 Coordinator is a summer position, beginning on Ju ne7"1, and is paid at the supervisor 's rate.
Coordinator responsibilities include designing the COOT2 brochure , creating summer mailings for first
year students, maintaining the COOT2 database, working with tri p itineraries and making logistical
arrangements, trip placement, addressing tri p concerns from parents and students, creating the COOT2
video, and serving as the interim secretary in the Office of Student Activities.
The COOT2 Assistant is paid hourly and works with the Office of Student Activities beginning in midAugust (when COOT2 leaders return). The Assistant is responsible for assisting the COOT2
Coordinator, working with trip itineraries and logistical arrangements , as well as organizing and assem
bling trip gear.
I
These positions work closely with the Associate Director of Student Activities and are integral members
of the COOT2 staff. If you are interested, please contact Leanne Burnham (lburnham@colby.edu ) in the
Office of Student Activities.
v

** COOT2 Leader applications for juniors who
will be abroad in the spring arc also available in
Stu-A and are due on Wednesday, November 5" **

this week
in sports

Colby Football at the top of its game, beats Bates at home
By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF WRITER

Colby football executed many
clutch performances from unexpected
sources in last Saturday 's 27-14 victory over the CBB rival Bates College.
Bates came into the game at 1-4 and
with their one win coming in a freak
upset of Williams College, a team that
they had never beaten. . . ' . '.
Colby was coming off a 19-16 win
at Hamilton College that left their
record at 3-2. The victory at Hamilton
garnered national honors for kicker
John Goss '06;
Goss, who kicked the game-winning
23-yard field goal with 1:29 left in the
game, was honored as a National
Weekly Football Gazette N.C.A.A.
Division III Tri-National Special Teams
Player of the Week. Goss broke a Colby
and a New England Small College
Athletic Conference record by kicking
four successful - field goals against
Hamilton. Goss now holds the school
record for longest field goal, school and
conference record for field goals made
in a game and with his two field goals
this week against Bates captured the
school record for most field goals in a
season.
Also, defensive end Peter Sherman
'04 was named NESCAC Defensive
Player of the Week for his play against
the Continentals.
The Bates game opened as One
might have expected with the favored
and more talented Mules taking
charge early. Bates fumbled the first

play from scrimmage and Colby capitalized with a Goss field goal from 39
yards. Bates fumbled the ensuing
kickoff and Colby capitalized on a
touchdown by running back Aaron
•
Stepka '05.
After both teams ran only three
p lays and out, Colby again came up
with a big play when Patrick Harner
'05 blocked a Bates punt attempt and
Colby capitalized with a Goss 33-yard
field goal.
However, Bates came back scoring
two touchdowns to take a 14-13 lead
into the half. With the Colby offense
struggling to move the ball the
defense had to come up big to keep the
Mules close in the third quarter. Bates
drove down the field and looked
poised to solidify their lead when,
after driving from their own 35-yard
line deep into the Colby red zone,
Bates made a costly error when Colby
defensive back Travis Agustin '06
intercepted an under-thrown pass on
the one-yard line and scampered for a
46-yard return.
Although Colby did not score as a
result of Agustin 's athleticism, the
play drastically restored the team's
momentum and reenergized the sizeable home crowd. After starting quarterback B.L. Lippert '04 Went out with
an injury on the first drJive of the
fourth quarter, first year Justin Smith
'07 was thrown into the fire inheriting
the responsibility of leading the Mules
comeback.
On his second pass attempt of the
game Smith scrambled and eventually

SATURDAY NOtt l
• Men's Cross Country
11 a.m.
NESCAC Meet
@ Middlebury
• Men's Cross Country
11 a.m.
NESCAC Meet : :
@ Middlebury
• Volleyball
¦¦'' '
12 p.m.
.
@ Amherst.
@ Amherst vs. Tufts
• Field Hockey
12:30 p.m.
vs. Tufts University
? Football
12:30 p.m.
vs. Tufts University
• Women's Soccer
I:30 p.m.
vsv Tufts University
• Men 's Soccer
11 a,m.
vs. Tufts University
MOLLYWARREN/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby football found their offensive stride against Bates Saturday as the Mules racked up a 13-point deficit.
found tight end Roddy Ames '06 for a
23-yard touchdown. The play showcased Smith's ability as he rolled out
and threw on the run a perfect pass
just between two defenders on a broken play.
The two would hook up again for
the two-point conversion putting
Colby up.21-14 with just under nine
minutes remaining.
Captain Brandon Irwin '04 said,

"[Smith] made a few appearances
which helped build his confidence,
and the team has seen what he has
been able to do during practice so we
are very confident in him."
By leading Colby to a comeback
victory Smith was named NESCAC
Rookie of the Week. Colby would
secure the victory when with about a
minute left in the game Josh Berman
'06 intercepted the ball and ran it back

SUNDAY,NOV.2

30 yards for the easy touchdown. With
the final score at 27-14 and Colby's
record at 4-2 they are poised to finish
the season strong and place second in
the NESCAC standings tied with five
other teams including this week's
opponent Tufts University who is
coming off an upset overtime victory
over Amherst College. The game will
be played at home Saturday at 12:30.
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• Field Hockey
¦
TBA
NESCAC Tournament
first round
* Men's Soccer
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: NESCAC Tournament
first round

Women 's crew takes charge in CBB Men 's rugby captures regional bid to
Northeastern ChaiTipionships over Yale
By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby crew went head-to-head with
a collection of some of the best teams
from around the world Oct. 18 and 19
in Cambridge, Mass. at the Flead of
the Charles. Oct. 26 both the men's
and women 's tearffs competed in the
annual CBB race on Messalonskee
Lake.
On the Charles River the Colby
men, with a time of 16:03.3 on the 3.1
mile course, finished 20 out of 40 in
the collegiate-eight race, gliding past
New England Small College Athletic
Conferences rivals Bates College and
Tufts University.
In the championshi p-eight race, the
women placed 35 out of 40 with a
time of 17:33.7. Other collegiate
crews partici pating in the championship-eight were Ivy League competitors from Dartmouth College,
Stanford University, Yale University
and Princeton University among others. London Training Center won the
race with the United States National

team taking second.
"[The river] had fairly good water
and decent weather and they had a

The adrenaline
you get from
that kind of
excitement and
support is just
incredible.
Katie 0'Neill '04
Co-Captain

nice rhythm , Co-Captain Katie
O'Neill '04 said. "Laurel Woodward
['04], coxing her-first race ever, did a
great job guiding the crew down the
course. We had a little bit of trouble
with the wash and wakes from the 32
boats that started in front of us but , I
think wc rowed aggressively, and

there were moments when we found a
solid rhythm."
"I think anyone that's ever rowed in
the Head of the Charles would agree
that it 's one of the most exciting and
fun events in rowing," O'Neill continued. "The thrill of being surrounded
with literally hundreds of other crews
and 100,000 spectators lining the banks
of the Charles is unmatched. At every
bridge and all along the shoreline there
were people cheering for Colby at the
top of their lungs. The adrenaline you
get from that kind ol excitement and
support is just incredible."
Sunday Colby crew rowed their last
race of the non-traditional season
against CBB rivals Bates and Bowdoin
College in a match up that was more
about pride than standings. However,
before the race began, the women 's
crew team dedicated their boat "Jean 's
Grace." The boat , donated last spring,
was named for the mother of former
captain Grace Price '01 , Jean Peterson ,
who died in the Sept. 11 terrorist
Continued on Page 8

Colby volleyball splits tourney, heads
strong into postseason with momentum
By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby volley ball faced New
England Small College Athletic
Conference rivals Hates College and
Bowdoin College at home Oct. 18
and traveled to Northampton , Mass.
Oct. 24 and 25 to compete at Smith
College at the Hall of Fume tournament , The team's record now stands
at 19-8 (6-2 NESCAC) on Ihc brink
of the postseason.
The Mules first took on the Bates
Bobcats in their two-game homestretch. Despite taking Bates to live
games, Colby could not come up with
the win , losing 2-3 (30-24, 30-28, 2330, 25-30, 13-15). "fit was] such a
mental game lor us," Head Coach
Candicc Parent said. "I think Bates
has two of the premier outside hitters
in New lingland , but I think that is all
of their offense. Wc arc a much better
well-rounded team , but have this tendency to tense up. I think we did ndl
serve as tough as we are capable,*and
nt times we got ourselves into serve

receive ruts which slowed down our
offensive production."
However, the Mules were able to

We were able to
minimize our
errors and play
pretty good
defense and
finally got our
offense going.
Candice Parent
Hond Conch

put the loss behind them to rule the
Polar Bears 3-0 (30-27 , 30-19, 3023). "Bowdoin '.s program is definitely improving, hut they have had
some adversity this year," Parent
said. "Wc are a much better all
around team than tlicy are and I was
pleased with our level of intensity

during this match.
The Hall of Fame tournament ,
hosted by Smith , attracted (lie best of
New Eng land volleyball. The Mules
came home wilh a 2-2 record, with
wins over
Hridgewaler
State
University and Smith , and losses to
Springfield College and Bates.
Colby faced Hridgewaler Friday
ni ght and easily handled (hem 3-0
(30-25, 30-14 , 30-27). The Mules '
offense was balanced with four players with live kills or more, while
Jennifer Radelillb '06 did most of the
work on defense with 10 di gs.
"|The match was a] slow start for
us offensively, but we were able to
minimize our errors and play pretty
good defense and finally got our
offense going in game two to crush
them ," Parent said. "I then was able
to get some players in game three to
gain experience for them. Kaitlin
Adams '06 went in and did a tremendous job oil' the bench,"
Next Colby confronted the IUUD Contmued on Page 8

By RYAN GLENNON

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Yale University Bulldogs came
out fast and strong as they quickly
gained the lead 14-0 in the first 20 minutes of play. The Mules through "hard
tackling and simple determination ,
especially among the seniors on the
pitch ," helped to gain the momentum
and score 13 points in the waning
moments of the game to seal a 23-17
victoiy for Colby over Yale, Captain
Ryan Loclihead '04 said.
Irish visiting student, Darren Ince,
"played the toughest game a Colby
scrum-half has played since I' ve been

last Saturday. It was a tough-fought
battle as the Mules were able to hold
UNH off the powerful attack of the
Wildcats; trailing only 0-7 at half.
Unfortunately for the Mules, the
Wildcat offense showed their prowess
entering the second half of play,
putting up another 35 points in the
second half and shutting out Colby
with a final score of 42-0.
Regardless of the score, "The forward pack had an excellent game with
amazing tackling," Hana Saxe '05 said.
The field conditions were muddy and

The Colby men 's rugby football
club had a good showing this weekend
as they beat Yale University to
advance
to
the Northeastern
Championships. Colby was one of
four teams to partici pate in last weekend' s regional championshi ps at
Middlebury College. In addition to the
host team , the Coast Guard Academy
and Yale University also competed.
Coast Guard outmatched the Mules in
size and took the win over
Colby on Saturday forcing
a must-win situation for the
Mules on Sunday.
Although the ball spent
most of the first half in
Colby territory, the Mule
defense held strong, giving
up onl y short gains as the
sizeable o ffense of the
Coast Guard Academy
continuously tried to drive
the ball on the ground
throug h the Colby defensive lines.
In the second hal f
Colby, down by live points ,
made some valiant attempts
to even Ihc score, but were
unsuccessful as the size and
strength of the Guardsmen
stood their ground and gave
up very little to the Mules.
—__
.
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However, a late penalty
Colby
rughy
rallies
in
a
huddle
Building momentum,
resulted in putting the
game out of reach for the
Mules, and the Coast Guard Academy here, and Nate Mylrea |'05 | had a created many mishaps for both teams
walked oil" the field with a 22-10 vic- great weekend posting three tries and as players were slipp ing and falling
making some bi g defensive hils ," info the mud all over the field. Covered
tory Saturday.
in mud and exhausted from a great
(he
(lie
Loclihead said.
With everything on
line ,
'
effort
against a powerful Wildcat team,
The women 's rugby squad finished
Mules came out Sunday with lire in
their eyes mid a mission on their mind: up their season with i\ loss to a lough the Mules headed back north to begin
to beat Yale and advance to the University of New Hampshire club, preparation for the .spring season.
bring ing their season record to 1-3-1
Northeastern Championships.

INSIDE SPORTS
Devastators

Nat Brown '04 and John (joss '06 anchor.the
cross country and football programs, PAGE 9

Playoffs out of reach

Colby women 's soccer came up only one goal
FACIE 9
short against Bowdoin Saturday. .
PAGE 9
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